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For choice with deterministic consequences, the standard rationality hypothe-
sis is ordinality — i.e., maximization of a weak preference ordering. For choice
under risk (resp. uncertainty), preferences are assumed to be represented
by the objectively (resp. subjectively) expected value of a von Neumann–
Morgenstern utility function. For choice under risk, this implies a key in-
dependence axiom; under uncertainty, it implies some version of Savage’s
sure thing principle. This chapter investigates the extent to which ordinal-
ity, independence, and the sure thing principle can be derived from more
fundamental axioms concerning behaviour in decision trees. Following Cu-
bitt (1996), these principles include dynamic consistency, separability, and
reduction of sequential choice, which can be derived in turn from one con-
sequentialist hypothesis applied to continuation subtrees as well as entire
decision trees. Examples of behavior violating these principles are also re-
viewed, as are possible explanations of why such violations are often observed
in experiments.
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1. Introduction and Outline

1.1. Purpose of Chapter

The main subject of this chapter is single-person decision theory, espe-
cially the normative principles of decision-making under risk and uncertainty.
We will pay particular attention to principles of “rationality” such as:

1. the existence of a preference ordering;

2. when discussing the choice of risky consequences, the representation
of preferences by the expected value of a von Neumann–Morgenstern
utility function;

3. when discussing the choice of uncertain consequences, the use of subjec-
tive or personal probabilities attached to unknown states of the world.

We will review rather thoroughly some arguments for (and against) the first
two of these rationality principles of for both behavior and consistent plan-
ning. As for the third principle, space permits us only to sketch some argu-
ments very briefly.

The arguments we will consider involve “consequentialism” and some
closely related axioms put forward by, in particular, Hammond (1977, 1983,
1988a, b, 1989, 1998a, b), McClennen (1986), Seidenfeld (1988), Machina
(1989), Cubitt (1996) and Steele (2010). The main issue we will focus on
is whether standard principles of rational choice in a static framework, like
those enunciated above, can be derived as implications of some possibly more
basic hypotheses intended to describe properties of behavior and plans in
a dynamic framework that includes single-person games in extensive form,
more commonly referred to as decision trees.1

An important implication of our analysis will be that it enables a com-
parison between:

1We do not discuss Karni and Schmeidler’s (1991) contrasting approach, which con-
siders sequential decisions within an “atemporal” framework involving compound lotteries
rather than decision trees. They motivate this with the example of ascending bid auctions,
where decisions presumably succeed each other rather swiftly. See also Volij (1994).
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1. the parsimonious normative or prescriptive approach to decision theory
embodied in just one potent consequentialist principle, whose appeal
is that it can be used to derive important familiar axioms such as
ordinality, independence, and the sure-thing principle;

2. the positive or descriptive approach, where a factorized set of many
principles is used in order that violations of the expected utility princi-
ple can be more fully analysed and their psychological properties better
understood.

Indeed, when assessing a descriptive decision theory, it is important to
see which of its aspects fail empirically. We also note that, in experiments
involving subjects such as rats, pigeons, primates, or very young children, it
is hard to observe much beyond their actual behavior; for humans with suf-
ficient ability to communicate verbally, however, we can ask their intentions,
motivations, plans, etc. At least in principle, a theory of rational behavior can
therefore be expanded in order to accommodate such additional information,
especially any possible mismatch between planned and realized consequences.
In particular, the theory should recognize that behavior could be irrational
because it is the result of irrational planning, or because behavior departs
from rational plans.

1.2. The Expected Utility (or EU) Hypothesis

The famous St. Petersburg paradox relies on the risk-neutrality hypothe-
sis requiring one lottery to be preferred to another iff its expected (monetary)
value is greater. The paradox originated in a 1713 letter by Nicolas Bernoulli
to Pierre Raymond de Montmort. It considers a lottery with an infinite se-
quence of prizes equal to 2n monetary units, for n = 1, 2, . . .. The nth prize
is assumed to occur with probability 2−n, for n = 1, 2, . . .. The lottery lacks
an expected value because the sum

∑∞
n=1 2−n2n evidently diverges to +∞.

The more general expected utility (or EU) hypothesis, however, is that
one lottery is preferred to another iff the expected utility of its prizes is
higher. This hypothesis appeared in Cramer’s (1728) suggestion to Daniel
Bernoulli (1738) for resolving St. Petersburg paradox by using either v(w) =
min{w, 224 } or v(w) =

√
w as a utility function of wealth w, for w ≥ 0.

For either of these two utility functions, a routine exercise shows that the
expected utility

∑∞
n=1 2−nv(2n) converges to a finite value.

For over 200 years thereafter the EU hypothesis was rarely used and
poorly understood. The situation began to change only after the publication
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of von Neumann and Morgenstern’s (1944, 1953) treatise. Even this, how-
ever, makes little use of the distinction between expected monetary payoffs
and expected utility that was later clarified in the theory of risk aversion due
to Arrow (1965) and Pratt (1965). In an appendix to their treatise, von Neu-
mann and Morgenstern did make the first attempt to formulate a preference
based axiom system that would justify expected utility, with expected payoff
as a special case.2

Fishburn and Wakker (1995) carefully discuss the incompleteness of von
Neumann and Morgenstern’s attempt to axiomatize the EU hypothesis. This
is because, as Dalkey (1949), Marschak (1950), Nash (1950), and Malinvaud
(1952) soon pointed out, von Neumann and Morgenstern had left implicit a
key “independence” axiom. Perhaps more to the point, the quick succession
of papers by Marschak (1950), Arrow (1951a), Samuelson (1952), and Her-
stein and Milnor (1953) rapidly reduced von Neumann and Morgenstern’s un-
necessarily complicated axiom system. Finally, the process of refining these
axioms reached a much more satisfactory culmination in Jensen (1967), who
based expected utility on just the three principles of ordering, independence,
and continuity — see also Fishburn (1970).3

Meanwhile, the EU framework rapidly became the dominant model for
choice under risk in economics, finance, insurance, game theory, and beyond.

1.3. Paradoxes

The EU hypothesis implies some rather restrictive additive separability
conditions. Indeed, non-additive utility functions are rather obviously generic
within the space of all possible utility functions. Thus, as Samuelson (1983,
pp. 503–518) in particular emphasized in his discussion, the expected utility
“dogma” was seen as determining a special case, unlikely to be empirically
justified.

Even while the axioms of EU theory were still being developed, its de-
scriptive accuracy came under severe challenge. This was largely due to the
results of one ingenious experiment that Allais (1953) designed. The experi-
ment involved subjects who typically reported preferences in clear violation

2See Leonard (1995) for some of the relevant history, including a possible explanation
(footnote 21 on p. 753) of why this appendix was changed for the second edition.

3The chapter in this Handbook by Karni sets out these principles as axioms, but uses
“weak order” to describe what we call the ordering principle, and “Archimedean” to
describe one version of our continuity principle.
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of the key independence property which had only recently been properly for-
mulated. This property rightly came to be seen as typically inconsistent with
observed behavior, especially in a laboratory setting. Even more damaging
for the EU hypothesis, Allais’s results for the case of risky consequences were
then supplemented by Ellsberg (1961) for the case when risk was combined
with uncertainty.4

These and later examples due to Allais (1979), Kahneman and Tversky
(1979) and others were all used to question not only the descriptive accuracy
but also the prescriptive relevance of the EU model. Indeed, these “para-
doxes” ignited a fruitful debate over what rationality means, especially in the
face of risk and uncertainty. This chapter is intended in part to contribute
to that debate.

1.4. Non-Expected Utility

Dropping the contentious independence axiom allowed the development of
“non-expected” utility theories of behaviour under both risk and uncertainty,
such as those surveyed by Starmer (2000), as well as later chapters in this
Handbook. In experimental studies to date, the predictions of this theory
do indeed accord much better with the available data, if only because non-
expected utility typically allows many more free parameters than expected
utility does.

The motivation for “non-expected” utility theory, however, is precisely to
provide a more accurate descriptive model. Many authors may have claimed
that, because non-expected utility is descriptively more accurate, that makes
it somehow prescriptively more appealing. This argument, however, strikes
as philosophically suspect, not least because it crosses the fact/value divide
that some philosophers refer to as Hume’s Law.

Furthermore, independence is only one of Jensen’s three axioms for EU.
The two other ordering and continuity axioms have remained largely unques-
tioned, even though they actually remain as key postulates for non-expected
as well as expected utility theory. In this chapter we propose to focus on
normative or prescriptive decision theory, treating both ordering and inde-
pendence as axioms that should be justified. If we neglect continuity, it is

4Ellsberg regarded his example as contradicting Savage’s sure thing postulate. Yet it
might be more accurate to regard it as contradicting Anscombe and Aummann’s (1963)
extension of that postulate, which was not even published until two years after Ellsberg
(1961).
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only because it is really a technical topological axiom of a kind which makes
it hard to observe when the axiom is violated.

1.5. Chapter Outline

Following this introduction, the first part of the chapter provides some
essential background regarding the theory of rational choice in static settings.
The two Sections 2 and 3 are intended to remind the reader of the standard
“static” approach to rational planning that is encountered in most microe-
conomics textbooks. In this approach, following von Neumann’s (1928) def-
inition of a game in normal form, the decision maker is typically assumed
to choose a planned course of action once and for all. Section 2 focuses on
the case when actions have deterministic consequences; Section 3 allows ac-
tions to have risky consequences described by lotteries over the consequence
domain. For each of these two cases we also briefly review some of the ex-
perimental tests of the usual ordinality and independence conditions that
standard economic theory imposes as postulates in these settings.

The heart of the chapter consists of Sections 4 and 5, which together
introduce the dynamic considerations that arise whenever the decision maker
is confronted by a non-trivial decision tree. These two sections survey the
main attempts to provide axiom systems specific to decision trees that can
be used to justify the usual rationality postulates in static settings, which
were considered in Sections 2 and 3. As with those sections, we divide the
discussion between decision trees with consequences that are:

1. purely deterministic, which are used in Section 4 to offer a possible jus-
tification for the ordinality principle (of making choices that maximize
a complete and transitive preference ordering);

2. risky, which are used in Section 5 to offer a possible justification for a
version of the contentious independence axiom that distinguishes ex-
pected from non-expected utility theory;5

3. uncertain, which are used in Section 6 to offer a possible justification
for Savage’s sure thing principle that plays a large role in the theory of
subjective probability.

5Because we refrain from discussing any continuity issues, we cannot even attempt to
offer a compelling justification for the existence of a utility function.
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Apart from one particular “consequentialist invariance” postulate developing
earlier work by the first author, we will focus on Cubitt’s (1996) “factoriza-
tion” of this postulate into the following set of five axioms, which together
are logically equivalent to consequentialist invariance:

1. dynamic consistency, discussed in Sections 4.3.2, 5.1.4 and 6.4.4;

2. separability, discussed in Sections 4.3.3, 5.1.5 and 6.4.5;

3. reduction of compound lotteries, discussed in Section 5.1.3, and the
closely related reduction of compound events, discussed in Section 6.4.3;

4. invariance to the timing of risk or uncertainty, discussed in Sections
5.1.6 and 6.4.6;

5. reduction of sequential choice, discussed in Section 4.3.4.

Actually, following Cubitt’s (1996) own suggestion, we even factorize the
axioms further by introducing two distinct versions of dynamic consistency,
as well as two distinct versions of separability, which respectively apply at
decision and chance nodes of the relevant decision tree. We confirm that a rel-
evant subset of our version of these axioms, when applied in a very restricted
domain of decision trees that contain no more than two decision nodes, im-
ply ordinal choice; furthermore, in the case of trees with risky or uncertain
consequences, the same axioms imply the contentious vNM independence
axiom or the sure thing principle, even when decision trees with at most one
decision node and at most two chance or event nodes are considered.

To establish logical equivalence with consequentialist invariance, in Sec-
tion 4.5 we formulate this condition in a way that applies to general deci-
sion trees. This sets the stage for one elementary result establishing that
consequentialist invariance implies our versions of all Cubitt’s axioms that
are relevant in the different cases. Closing the logical circle, however, re-
quires demonstrating that Cubitt’s axioms imply consequentialist invariance,
which is rather more challenging. One obstacle is that Cubitt’s axioms apply
to plans, whereas consequentialist invariance applies to the realized conse-
quences of behavior. Nevertheless, given any preference ordering on a con-
sequence domain, in Section 4.6 on “ordinal dynamic programming” we are
able to construct a behavior rule that:
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1. at every decision node of every finite tree with consequences in that
domain, prescribes a non-empty set of moves to an immediately suc-
ceeding node;

2. determines a consequence choice function satisfying consequentialist
invariance, with the property that the chosen consequences maximize
the given preference ordering.

Then in Section 5, where we allow decision trees with chance nodes and risky
consequences, we are able to establish that, given any preference ordering on
a lottery consequence domain that satisfies vNM independence, the same
two properties hold. A similar result is shown in Section 6, where we allow
decision trees with event nodes and uncertain consequences

Logic alone dictates that, among the several normatively appealing dy-
namic choice principles enunciated in Cubitt (1996), those that imply the or-
dinality and independence properties must share the same descriptive short-
comings as the EU hypothesis. It took until the late 1990s, however, before
the first experiments were carried out that test these dynamic choice prin-
ciples systematically. A major justification of Cubitt’s choice of axioms is
that, when subjects in experiments are observed to violate either ordinality,
or independence, or perhaps even both, seeing which of his larger axiom set is
violated can help shed light on possible psychological or other explanations of
the “anomalous” behavior. With this in mind, the latter parts of Sections 4
and 5 briefly review some of the experiments which have set out to test the
axioms that underlie this dynamic approach to rationality, rather than the
static theory discussed in Sections 2 and 3.

2. Static Rationality with Deterministic Consequences

2.1. Preferences in Consumer Theory

In standard economics, especially consumer demand theory in microeco-
nomics, the “ordinalist revolution” of the 1930s (see Cooter and Rapoport,
1984) saw rationality being defined as choosing, within a feasible set deter-
mined by conditions such as a budget constraint and nonnegativity condi-
tions, a consumption bundle x = (xg)g∈G in a finite-dimensional Euclidean
commodity space RG which maximizes a (complete and transitive) prefer-
ence ordering % on RG. Typically it is assumed that % also satisfies the
monotonicity property requiring more of any good to be preferred to less, at
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least weakly. Moreover, it is often also assumed that the upper contour set
{x ∈ RG | x % x̄} is convex, for each fixed x̄ ∈ RG.

A little more restrictively, behavior should maximize a utility function
x → U(x) mapping RG into R that is strictly increasing, or at least non-
decreasing, in the consumption quantity xg of each good g ∈ G. In that
case behavior will be unchanged whenever the utility function to be max-
imized is replaced by any other that is “ordinally equivalent” in the sense
of representing the same preference ordering — i.e, by any new utility func-
tion x 7→ Ũ(x) = φ(U(x)) that results from applying a strictly increasing
transformation U 7→ φ(U) to the old utility function U .

2.2. Consequence Choice Functions

Later developments in decision theory extended this preference-based ap-
proach from consumer theory, where the objects of preference are consump-
tion bundles, to completely general choice settings, where the objects of
preference are abstract consequences belonging to an arbitrary domain. As
Arrow (1951b, p. 404) writes:6

The point of view will be that of a theory of choice, as it is usually
conceived of. The general picture of such a theory is the following:
There is a set of conceivable actions which an individual could
take, each of which leads to certain consequences. . . . Among
the actions actually available, then, that action is chosen whose
consequences are preferred to those of any other available action.

This is a rather clear statement of the doctrine for which Anscombe (1958)
introduced the neologism “consequentialism” in her forceful critique. The
idea, of course, is much older.

From now on, we consider an arbitrary domain Y of consequence choices
that are relevant to the decision maker. For each non-empty finite feasible set
F ⊆ Y , let C(F ) ⊆ F denote the corresponding choice set of consequences
deemed suitable, even “rational”, choices from the set F .

6We remark that Arrow went on to invoke the existence of a preference ordering over
consequences. One advantage of using consequentialist invariance as a basic rationality
principle is that it allows ordinality to be derived as a logical implication rather than
assumed as a questionable postulate.
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Definition 1. A choice function on Y is a mapping F 7→ C(F ) which is
defined on the domain F(Y ) of all non-empty finite subsets of Y , and satisfies
C(F ) ⊆ F for all finite F ∈ F(Y ). We focus on the important special case
when the choice function F 7→ C(F ) is decisive in the sense that C(F ) 6= ∅
whenever F is non-empty and finite.

2.3. Base Preference Relations

Given the choice function F 7→ C(F ), we can define the associated base
relation %C as the unique binary weak preference relation on Y satisfying

a %C b⇐⇒ a ∈ C({a, b}) (1)

for all a, b ∈ Y . Thus, a %C b just in case the decision maker, when required
to choose between a and b with no other consequences possible, is willing to
choose a.

Note that, assuming the choice function F 7→ C(F ) is indeed decisive,
especially when F is a pair set {a, b}, it follows that the base relation %C

is complete in the sense that, for all a, b ∈ Y , either a %C b, or b %C a, or
both. Indeed, given any pair a, b ∈ Y , decisiveness allows one to distinguish
between three separate cases:

1. C({a, b}) = {a}, in which case we say that a is strictly preferred to b
and write a �C b;

2. C({a, b}) = {b}, in which case we say that a is strictly dispreferred to b
and write a ≺C b;

3. C({a, b}) = {a, b}, in which case we say that a and b are indifferent
and write a ∼C b.

2.4. Arrow’s Conditions for Ordinality

Definition 2. The choice function F 7→ C(F ) is said to be ordinal when

C(F ) = {a ∈ F | b ∈ F =⇒ a %C b}. (2)

That is, the set C(F ) consists of all consequences a ∈ F that are “opti-
mal” in the sense of being weakly preferred to any alternative b ∈ F according
to the base relation %C which is derived from choice among pairs. In order
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to simplify (2), we make the innocuous postulate that the relation %C is
reflexive in the sense that a %C a for all a ∈ Y .7

The base relation %C is transitive just in case, for all a, b, c ∈ Y , it is true
that a %C b and b %C c jointly imply that a %C c.

Arrow (1959) characterized ordinal choice functions as those that satisfy
the condition

[ G ⊂ F ⊆ Y and C(F ) ∩G 6= ∅ ] =⇒ C(F ) ∩G = C(G) (3)

that he called (C5). It is useful to break this single condition into two parts:

Contraction Consistency

[ G ⊂ F ⊆ Y and C(F ) ∩G 6= ∅ ] =⇒ C(F ) ∩G ⊆ C(G) (4)

Expansion Consistency

[ G ⊂ F ⊆ Y and C(F ) ∩G 6= ∅ ] =⇒ C(G) ⊆ C(F ) ∩G (5)

as discussed by Bordes (1976) and Sen (1977), who call these two conditions
α and β+ respectively.8

By considering the case when the subset G ⊆ F is the pair {a, b}, we
obtain the following “pairwise” variations of the contraction and expansion
consistency conditions (4) and (5), respectively. First, the choice function
F 7→ C(F ) satisfies the principle of pairwise contraction consistency if, for
any finite non-empty feasible set F ⊂ Y one has

[ a ∈ C(F ) and b ∈ F ] =⇒ a %C b. (6)

Second, the choice function F 7→ C(F ) satisfies the principle of pairwise
expansion consistency if, for any finite non-empty feasible set F ⊂ Y , one
has [

b ∈ C(F ) and a ∈ F with a %C b
]

=⇒ a ∈ C(F ). (7)

7If the base relation %C were not reflexive, we could change equation (2) to C(F ) =
{a ∈ F | b ∈ F \ {a} =⇒ a %C b}. But as noted by Mas-Colell, Whinston and Green
(1995, page 6 footnote 2), amongst others, it really loses no generality to assume that %C

is reflexive, in which case this change to equation (2) is irrelevant.
8The contraction consistency condition was first propounded by Chernoff (1954); some-

times it is referred to as “Chernoff’s choice axiom”.
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Theorem 1. Provided the choice function F 7→ C(F ) is decisive, the follow-
ing three conditions are equivalent:

(a) C satisfies both contraction consistency and expansion consistency;

(b) C satisfies both pairwise contraction consistency and pairwise expansion
consistency;

(c) C is ordinal, and the base relation %C is transitive.

Proof. (c) =⇒ (a): Routine arguments show that, if C is ordinal (i.e., satisfies
(2)) and if also the base relation %C is transitive, then C must satisfy both
conditions (4) and (5).

(a) =⇒ (b): This is an obvious implication of definitions (4) and (5) when
one puts G = {a, b}.

(b) =⇒ (c): Suppose first that a ∈ F and that a %C b for all b ∈ F .
Because C is decisive, there exists a∗ ∈ C(F ). Then a %C a∗ and so the
definition (7) of pairwise expansion consistency implies that a ∈ C(F ). On
the other hand, if a ∈ C(F ) and b ∈ F , then the definition (6) of pairwise
contraction consistency immediately implies that a %C b. It follows that (2)
is satisfied, so C is ordinal.

Next, suppose that a, b, c ∈ Y satisfy a %C b and b %C c. Define F as the
triple {a, b, c}. By the hypothesis that C is decisive, there are three logically
possible cases, not necessarily disjoint:

1. a ∈ C(F ): Here pairwise contraction consistency implies directly that,
because c ∈ F , so a %C c.

2. b ∈ C(F ): Here, because a %C b, pairwise expansion consistency im-
plies that a ∈ C(F ). But then case 1 applies and so a %C c.

3. c ∈ C(F ): Here, because b %C c, pairwise expansion consistency im-
plies that b ∈ C(F ). But then case 2 applies and so a %C c.

Hence a %C c in every case, and so the relation %C is transitive.

2.5. Experimental Tests of Ordinality

2.5.1. Background

Many early experimental studies of economic behavior focused on the
ordinality property and questioned the existence of coherent or stable pref-
erences as such. This subsection summarizes a few puzzling empirical phe-
nomena that emerged. We recall some of this older literature first and give
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references to further survey papers. Where time is involved, it is typically
through consideration of timed consequences, which will be considered in
Section 4.7.1. Where time plays a more crucial role by allowing the decision
maker to face successive choices in a non-trivial decision tree, we defer our
discussion till Section 5.5.

2.5.2. Two-Dimensional Choice Problems

The problem of choosing a single real number, when more is better than
less, is not very interesting. So we consider choice among options whose
consequences differ in more than one characteristic or attribute. For example,
many experiments involve risky consequences in the form of a binary lottery
where one prize is 0. That still leaves two dimensions: (i) a positive monetary
prize; (ii) the probability of winning that prize. In marketing, the products
such as cars, drinks, or other goods, typically differ in both quality and
affordability, with the latter often measured as the inverse of price.

Accordingly, we start by considering choice problems where the conse-
quences are represented by points in the two-dimensional space R2. We will
be interested in the dominance relation >D defined on R2 by

(a1, a2) >D (b1, b2)⇐⇒ a1 > b1 and a2 > b2 (8)

We typically assume that choice involves undominated options — i.e., for
every non-empty finite set F ⊆ Y , one has y∗ ∈ C(F ) only if y ∈ F and
there is no dominant alternative y ∈ F such that y >D y∗. We do not
assume, however, that C(F ) includes every undominated option in F .

2.5.3. The Attraction Effect

In Section 2.4 it was shown that the ordinality principle of rational choice
holds if and only if choice behavior satisfies both contraction and expansion
consistency. These two properties were challenged by Huber et al. (1982) in
an early example of choice inconsistency. Their example involves an original
feasible set G = {c, t}, where c is called the competitor and t is called the
target. It is presumed that neither of these two dominates the other.

Consider now expanding the set G by appending a third “decoy” alter-
native d that is strictly dominated by alternative t. The feasible set expands
to become F = {c, t, d}.

In the experiments that Huber et al. (1982) reported in this setting,
a majority of subjects’ choices were observed to satisfy C(G) = {c} and
C(F ) = {t}. Clearly G ⊂ F and C(F ) ∩G = {t} 6= ∅, yet
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1. {c} = C(G) * C(F ) ∩G = {t}, so expansion consistency is violated;

2. {t} = C(F ) ∩ G * C(G) = {c}, so contraction consistency is also
violated.

Huber et al. (1982) propose an “attraction effect” as a potential expla-
nation for such behavior. Because t dominates d, it appears superior not
only to d, but more generally; in particular, t also seems superior to c, which
neither dominates nor is dominated by either t or d. In contrast, when d
unavailable in the original choice between c or t, this reason to perceive t as
superior disappears, allowing c to be chosen.

2.5.4. The Compromise Effect

A related “compromise effect” was discussed by Simonson (1989). As
before, the example starts with the feasible set G = {c, t}, where neither c
nor t dominates the other. But now the third option f that is appended
to G is assumed to be dominated by both c and t in an attribute for which
c dominates t. Assuming this is attribute 1 in our two-dimensional model,
this means that c1 > t1 > f1. To make the example interesting, we assume
that c2 < t2 < f2. This ordering of the attributes of the different options can
make t appear as a good compromise between c and f when t is feasible. This
can explain why C({c, t, f}) = {t} may be observed even though originally
one had C(G) = {c}.

2.5.5. Attempted Explanations

Such compromise or attraction effects preclude ordinal choice. One strand
of subsequent literature seeks to explain such incoherent choice behavior
and other related phenomena by means of more sophisticated psychological
models (see, e.g., Tsetsos et al. 2010). Another strand of the literature
appeals to heuristics such as Tversky’s (1972) lexicographic procedure (see
also Gigerenzer et al. 1999) or other boundedly rational choice procedures
(see Manzini and Mariotti, 2007, and the references therein).

3. Static Rationality with Risky Consequences

3.1. The Mixture Space of Risky Roulette Lotteries

The EU hypothesis offers a normative principle for decision problems
where the consequences y in an arbitrary domain Y are risky. Formally, this
means that the objects of choice are as in the following:
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Definition 3. A consequence lottery λ attaches to each consequence y ∈ Y
a specified “objective” probability λ(y) ≥ 0, where:

1. λ(y) > 0 iff y ∈ suppλ for some finite support set suppλ ⊆ Y ;

2.
∑

y∈Y λ(y) =
∑

y∈suppλ λ(y) = 1.

Let L or ∆(Y ) denote the set of all such “roulette” lotteries.9 Given any two
lotteries λ, µ ∈ ∆(Y ), for each number α ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R there exists a mixture
αλ+ (1− α)µ of the two lotteries defined by

[αλ+ (1− α)µ](y) := αλ(y) + (1− α)µ(y) for all y ∈ Y (9)

which evidently also belongs to ∆(Y ). This property of closure under mixing
makes the set ∆(Y ) of consequence lotteries a mixture space (see Herstein
and Milnor, 1953).

For each y ∈ Y , let δy denote the unique degenerate lottery that satisfies
δy(y) = 1. Note that any λ ∈ ∆(Y ) can be expressed in the form λ =∑

y∈Y λ(y) δy. It follows that ∆(Y ) is trivially isomorphic to the convex hull
of the collection of degenerate lotteries δy (y ∈ Y ), regarded as unit vectors
in the real linear space spanned by these points. Indeed, each degenerate
lottery δy is an extreme point of the convex set ∆(Y ).

We remark finally that, because of part (1) in definition 3, the expectation
Eλf of any function Y 3 y 7→ f(y) ∈ R w.r.t. any lottery λ ∈ ∆(Y ) is well
defined as the sum

Eλf :=
∑

y∈Y
λ(y)f(y) =

∑
y∈suppλ

λ(y)f(y) (10)

of finitely many non-zero terms.
Moreover, let L∗(Y ) denote the entire linear space spanned by the set

{δy | y ∈ Y } of all degenerate lotteries on Y . Then for any fixed f : Y → R,
the mapping L∗(Y ) 3 λ 7→ Eλf is still well defined by (10), and is obviously

9Following Anscombe and Aumann (1963), we use the term “roulette” lottery when
each outcome occurs with a probability which is presumed to be objectively specified.
This is in contrast to a “horse” lottery whose outcomes depend on an unknown state of
the nature. This corresponds to one possible interpretation of Knight’s (1921) famous dis-
tinction between risk, with objective probabilities, and uncertainty where, if probabilities
exist at all, they are subjective — or perhaps better, following Savage (1954), “personal”.
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linear in λ. Its restriction to the domain ∆(Y ) of lotteries then satisfies the
mixture preservation property that

Eαλ+(1−α)µf = αEλf + (1− α)Eµf (11)

whenever λ, µ ∈ ∆(Y ) and α ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R.

3.2. The Expected Utility Hypothesis

In recent decades it has become commonplace for economists to extend
the expected utility (or EU) hypothesis for wealth, as discussed in Section 1.2,
to an arbitrary consequence domain Y , and to the set ∆(Y ) of consequence
roulette lotteries on Y .

Definition 4. A utility function V : L → R is said to represent the prefer-
ence relation % on L = ∆(Y ) just in case, for any pair of lotteries λ, µ ∈ L,
one has

λ % µ⇐⇒ V (λ) ≥ V (µ). (12)

The EU hypothesis postulates the existence of a (compete and transitive)
preference ordering % on ∆(Y ) that is represented by the expected value

V (λ) := Eλv :=
∑

y∈Y
λ(y) v(y) (13)

of a von Neumann–Morgenstern utility function (or NMUF) v : Y → R.

Combining (12) and (13), it is evident that the EU hypothesis entails

λ % µ⇐⇒ Eλv ≥ Eµv ⇐⇒ V (λ)− V (µ) =
∑

y∈Y
[λ(y)− µ(y)] v(y) ≥ 0.

(14)

3.3. Implications of the Expected Utility Hypothesis

3.3.1. Utility Transformations

A strictly increasing affine transformation of utility is a mapping v 7→ α+
ρv, where α and ρ are real constants, with ρ > 0. If any such transformation
is applied to the original NMUF y 7→ v(y), thereby producing another new
NMUF y 7→ ṽ(y) ≡ α + ρv(y) that is “cardinally equivalent”, then expected
utility maximizing behavior will be the same regardless of whether one uses
the old or the new NMUF.
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3.3.2. Von Neumann–Morgenstern Independence

The following independence condition is the one that von Neumann and
Morgenstern neglected to state. Nevertheless, it is often given their name
because it is a key ingredient for their axiomatic justification of the EU
hypothesis.

Definition 5. The preference ordering % on ∆(Y ) satisfies the (vNM) in-
dependence principle provided that, for all lottery triples λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ) and
all scalars α ∈ (0, 1] ⊂ R, we have

λ % µ⇐⇒ αλ+ (1− α)ν % αµ+ (1− α)ν (15)

In particular, independence requires the preference between the two lot-
teries αλ + (1 − α)ν and αµ + (1 − α)ν to be independent of the risky
component ν that is common to the two lotteries.

Theorem 2. If the EU hypothesis holds, then the preference ordering % on
∆(Y ) satisfies (15) for all λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ) and all α ∈ (0, 1].

Proof. Modifying (14) appropriately, we see that

V (αλ+ (1− α)ν)− V (αµ+ (1− α)ν)
= α

∑
y∈Y [λ(y)− µ(y)] v(y) = α[V (λ)− V (µ)]

So, because α > 0, the equivalence (15) follows from (12) and (13).

3.3.3. Archimedean Continuity

Definition 6. The preference ordering % on ∆(Y ) satisfies the Archimedean
continuity principle10 provided that, for all lottery triples λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y )
where λ � ν � µ, there exist scalars α′, α′′ ∈ (0, 1) such that

α′λ+ (1− α′)µ � ν � α′′λ+ (1− α′′)µ (16)

Theorem 3. If the EU hypothesis holds, then the preference ordering % on
∆(Y ) satisfies (16) for all λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ).

10The principle is also often referred to as Jensen continuity (cf. Jensen, 1967).
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Proof. Consider any lottery triple λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ) where λ � ν � µ, and
so V (λ) > V (ν) > V (µ). Because the mapping λ 7→ V (λ) defined by (13)
is continuous in the probabilities λ(y) of the different consequences y ∈ Y ,
there must exist scalars α′, α′′ ∈ (0, 1), with α′ close to 1 and α′ close to 0,
such that

α′V (λ) + (1− α′)V (µ) > V (ν) > α′′V (λ) + (1− α′′)V (µ) (17)

Because V satisfies mixture preservation, this implies that

V (α′λ+ (1− α′)µ) > V (ν) > V (α′′λ+ (1− α′′)µ)

and so (16) must hold.

3.4. Jensen’s Three Axioms

Jensen’s (1967) three axioms can be stated as follows:

Ordering: The binary relation % on ∆(Y ) is an ordering — i.e., it satisfies
the following three properties:

1. for all λ ∈ ∆(Y ), one has λ % λ (so % is reflexive);

2. for all λ, µ ∈ ∆(Y ), one has λ % µ, or µ % λ, or both (so % is
complete);

3. for all λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ), if λ % µ and µ % ν, then λ % ν (so % is
transitive).

Independence: For all λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ) and α ∈ (0, 1), one has

αλ+ (1− α)ν % αµ+ (1− α)ν ⇐⇒ λ % µ.

Continuity: For all λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ) with λ � µ and µ � ν, the two sets

{α ∈ [0, 1] | αλ+ (1− α)ν % µ} and {α ∈ [0, 1] | αλ+ (1− α)ν - µ}

of mixtures of λ and ν which are weakly preferred (resp. dispreferred)
to µ are both closed.

The following important characterization theorem states that Jensen’s
three axioms are not only necessary, but also sufficient, for EU to hold for
preferences on the mixture space ∆(Y ).
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Theorem 4. Assume that % is an arbitrary binary preference relation on the
set L := ∆(Y ) of simple roulette lotteries over consequences in the domain
Y . The following two statements are equivalent:

(i) The preference relation % on ∆(Y ) is represented by the expected value
of each von Neumann Morgenstern utility function Y 3 y 7→ v(y) in
a cardinal equivalence class. Moreover, this equivalence class is unique
except in the trivial case where % induces at most two indifference
classes among the set δy (y ∈ Y ) of degenerate lotteries.

(ii) The preference relation % on ∆(Y ) satisfies Jensen’s three axioms of
ordering, independence and continuity.

Proof. See elsewhere in this Handbook, or else consult Hammond (1998a).

3.5. Experimental Tests

3.5.1. Preference Reversal under Risk

Consider the often discussed case when the consequence domain Y con-
sists of real numbers y representing monetary amounts, and more money
is preferred to less. In this case, assuming there is a continuous preference
ordering % over ∆(Y ) the certainty equivalent of any lottery λ ∈ ∆(Y ) is
defined as the unique y(λ) ∈ R such that λ is indifferent to the degener-
ate lottery δy(λ). Note that uniqueness is assured because with more money
always being preferred to less, one always has δy′ � δy′′ ⇐⇒ y′ > y′′.

Starting with Lichtenstein and Slovic (1971), several experimenters have
asked subjects to report their certainty equivalents for different lotteries,
and have then noticed a “preference reversal phenomenon” (see also Grether
and Plott, 1979; Tversky et al., 1990; List, 2002; Butler and Loomes, 2007;
for a review see Seidl, 2002). This phenomenon occurs when there are two
lotteries λ, µ ∈ ∆(Y ) such that the subject claims that λ � µ, and yet
the same subject’s reported certainty equivalents satisfy y(λ) < y(µ). For
example, the lottery λ might offer a high probability of winning a moderate
monetary prize, which is often preferred to a lottery µ that offers a moderate
probability of winning a high monetary prize. Yet often the elicited certainty
equivalent of λ is lower than that of µ. The opposite reversal is also observed,
but less often.

If all these claims made by a typical subject were valid, one would of
course have the preference cycle

λ � µ ∼ δy(µ) � δy(λ) ∼ λ
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which contradicts ordinality. Such reversals may indicate that preferences
are context dependent in a way that makes the elicited certainty equivalents
induce a ranking which differs from preferences (Tversky et al. 1988). This
is still an area of active research (Loomes et al., 2010; Plott and Zeiler, 2005;
Isoni et al., 2011).

3.5.2. The Allais Paradox

Preference reversal calls into question the existence of a single preference
ordering that explains statements regarding both preference and certainty
equivalents. We now move on to a test of the independence condition, based
on the following challenge for decision theorists originally issued by Allais
(1953, p. 527):11

1. Do you prefer situation A to situation B?

SITUATION A: The certainy of receiving 100 million.

SITUATION B


10 chances out of 100 of winning 500 million.
89 chances out of 100 of winning 100 million.
1 chance out of 100 of winning nothing.

2. Do you prefer situation C to situation D?

SITUATION C

{
11 chances out of 100 of winning 100 million.
89 chances out of 100 of winning nothing.

SITUATION D

{
10 chances out of 100 of winning 500 million.
90 chances out of 100 of winning nothing.

He reports the results of an informal survey as follows:

Now, and precisely for the majority of very prudent people, . . . whom
common opinion considers very rational, the observed responses
are A > B, C < D.

Thus did Allais’s subjects (and many others since) express their unwilling-
ness to move from A to B by giving up a 0.11 chance of winning 100 million
in exchange for the same chance of a winning a lottery ticket offering a con-
ditional probability 10

11
of winning 500 million, but a conditional probability

11The translation from the French original is our own. The monetary unit was the old
French franc, whose exchange rate during 1953 was about 350 to the US dollar. So these
were large hypothetical gambles.
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11

of not winning anything. In preferring D to C, however, they are willing
to have the probability of winning any prize fall from 0.11 to 0.10 provided
that the size of that prize rises from 100 million to 500 million.

The preference domain here is ∆(Y ), which consists of lotteries over the
consequence domain

Y = {a, b, c} = {5, 1, 0} · 108

of monetary prizes. We recall the notation δy for the degenerate lottery which
yields y with probability 1. Then Allais’s two lottery comparisons A vs. B
and C vs. D can be expressed in the form

λA = δb vs. λB = (1− α)δb + αµ
λC = (1− α)δc + αδb vs. λD = (1− α)δc + αµ

(18)

respectively, where α := 0.11 and µ := (1− α′)δa + α′δc with α′ := 1
11

. Now
the independence axiom gives the chain of logical equivalences

λD � λC ⇐⇒ µ � δb ⇐⇒ λB � (1− α)δb + αδb = δb = λA (19)

which violates the preferences λA � λB and λD � λC that Allais reports.12

3.5.3. The Common Consequence Effect

The Allais paradox is a particular instance of the common consequence
effect concerning three lotteries λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ), and the observation that,
given α ∈ (0, 1) sufficiently small, a decision maker’s preferences often seem
to satisfy:

1. when the “common consequence” ν is sufficiently close to λ, where the
left-hand lottery collapses to just λ, then

αλ+ (1− α)ν � αµ+ (1− α)ν (20)

which would imply λ � µ if the independence axiom were satisfied;

2. when ν is sufficiently worse than λ, then

αλ+ (1− α)ν ≺ αµ+ (1− α)ν (21)

which would imply λ ≺ µ if the independence axiom were satisfied.

12Allais (1953) regards this as violating “Savage’s postulate”, though he also writes of
“Samuelson’s substitutability principle”, which seems more accurate.
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These preferences are of course entirely consistent with (18) provided that
we take λ = δb and either ν = δb in case (20) or ν = δc in case (21).

The common consequence effect occurs when the first pair of lotteries
being compared involve mixtures sharing a common good consequence that
gets replaced by a common bad consequence in forming the second pair of lot-
teries being compared. Machina (1989) interprets this as violating a separate
principle that he calls “replacement separability”.

3.5.4. The Common Ratio Effect

Like the Allais paradox of Section 3.5.2, the common ratio effect involves
three distinct consequences a, b, c ∈ Y such that preferences over the corre-
sponding degenerate lotteries satisfy δa � δb � δc. Given any two constants
p, q ∈ (0, 1), consider the following two choices between pairs of alternative
lotteries:

λ := δb vs. µ := pδa + (1− p)δc
λ′ := qδb + (1− q)δc vs. µ′ := qpδa + (1− qp)δc

(22)

Note that the Allais paradox is a special case where the consequences
a, b, c are three monetary prizes respectively equal to 500 million, 100 million,
and 0 old French francs, whereas the numerical mixture weights are p = 10

11
=

0.90909 . . . and q = 0.11 (implying that pq = 0.1).
The example owes its name to the existence of a common ratio

q = λ′(b)/λ(b) = µ′(a)/µ(a) (23)

between the probabilities of the most favorable two outcomes. Note too that

λ′ = qλ+ (1− q)δc and µ′ = qµ+ (1− q)δc. (24)

In particular, the common ratio q is the weight attached to both lotteries λ
and µ in forming the respective mixtures λ′ and µ′ of λ and µ with δc.

Of course the vNM independence axiom implies that

λ � µ⇐⇒ qλ+ (1− q)δc � qµ+ (1− q)δc ⇐⇒ λ′ � µ′

So the preferences λ � µ and µ′ � λ′ that many of Allais’s subjects reported
do contradict the vNM independence axiom.

The common ratio effect occurs when different lotteries are mixed with
a common bad consequence. Machina (1989) interprets this as violating a
principle that he calls “mixture separability”.
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4. Dynamic Rationality with Deterministic Consequences

4.1. Dynamic Inconsistency

Strotz (1956) started his famous article on inconsistent dynamic choice
with the following quotation from Homer’s Odyssey :

but you must bind me hard and fast, so that I cannot stir from
the spot where you will stand me . . . and if I beg you to release
me, you must tighten and add to my bonds.

Thus does Strotz (1956) recognize that, going back to the mists of time before
Homer’s Odyssey was ever set down in writing, humanity has recognized
the important distinction between: (i) the intention to make a sequence of
successive rational decisions; (ii) actually carrying out those plans. Using
contemporary language, Strotz (1956) began to explore what would happen
if an intertemporal utility maximizing agent could experience changing tastes.

Indeed, when decision makers can re-evaluate their plans, changing prefer-
ences typically lead to dynamic inconsistency in the sense that the eventually
chosen course of action deviates from the one that was originally planned.
Consistency, on the other hand, requires choices at later stages to conform
with those that were planned at earlier stages. Later, the logical link be-
tween consistent planning and Selten’s (1967) “subgame perfect equilibrium”
refinement of Nash equilibrium in game theory also became readily apparent.

4.1.1. Näıve Behavior

When considering games with one player, economists have followed Strotz
(1956) and Pollak (1968) in describing choice as “naive” or “myopic” if the
agent, faced with a succession of several decisions to make, simply maximizes
a current objective function at each stage, without heeding how that objective
may change in the future. In particular, the näıve decision maker’s actual
choices at later stages of any decision tree differ from earlier planned choices.

4.1.2. Sophisticated Behavior

By contrast, the sophisticated decision maker works backward through
the overall decision problem, as in the subgame perfect equilibrium of an ex-
tensive form game (Selten, 1965) with a different player each period, whose
payoffs match the decision maker’s variable preferences. This subgame per-
fect equilibrium outcome coincides with the result of applying backward in-
duction outcome to a game of perfect information of the kind investigated
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by Farquharson (1969), Moulin (1979), and many successors. Like dynamic
programming, backward induction starts in the last period, where an optimal
choice is made myopically. In all subsequent induction steps, which apply
to earlier stages of the decision problem, a choice is identified so that an
optimal plan of action results for both the current and all following periods.
The backward recursion process concludes with an optimal plan of action for
the whole problem, starting with the first decision.

Strotz (1956, p. 173) described this problem as follows:

“Since precommitment is not always a feasible solution to the
problem of intertemporal conflict, the man with insight into his
future unreliability may adopt a different strategy and reject any
plan which he will not follow through. His problem is then to find
the best plan among those that he will actually be following.”

And Pollak (1968, p. 203) as follows:

“A sophisticated individual, recognizing his inability to pre-
commit his future behaviour beyond the next decision point,
would adopt a strategy of consistent planning and choose the
best plan among those he will actually follow.”

Issues such as the existence and characterization of optimal sophisticated
plans, or of non-empty valued choice functions, were discussed for growth
models by, amongst others, Phelps and Pollak (1968) Pollak (1968), Peleg
and Yaari (1973), Inagaki (1970) and, for an approach to “Rawlsian” just
savings rules, by Dasgupta (1974).13

Another issue is whether any ordinal intertemporal utility function could
represent the result of optimal sophisticated planning. In fact, in the microe-
conomic context of demand theory, Blackorby et al. (1973) showed how a
consumer with changing preferences would generally have demand functions
that violate the usual Slutsky conditions for rationality. Then Hammond
(1976) showed how the “potential addict” example, already suggested by
Strotz (1956) and analysed in Section 4.2, would lead to choices that violate
the ordering principle. Indeed, näıve choice is ordinal iff sophisticated choice

13One of the main motivations for the use of infinite-horizon planning in Hammond
(1973) was to avoid the inconsistencies that would arise in any finite-horizon planning
approach.
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is ordinal, and both these hold iff näıve and sophisticated choice coincide,
which in turn holds iff there is no “essential inconsistency” of the kind that
characterizes the “potential addict” example.

4.1.3. Commitment Devices

Similar ideas emerged in what most macroeconomists now like to call the
“time (in)consistency” problem, especially in the work that follows Kydland
and Prescott (1977) in distinguishing between successive policy choices that
follow a fixed rule from those that exhibit discretion in adapting to circum-
stances. Indeed, Kydland and Prescott typically presume that, like Odysseus
alerted to the dangers presented by the Sirens, it is worth investing in some
sort of commitment device which can prevent any departures from the orig-
inal plan that the agent may be tempted to make — see also McClennen
(1990) among philosophers and Klein (1990) among legal scholars.

4.2. Example: A Strict Preference Cycle and the Potential Addict

4.2.1. Three Decision Trees

The first example concerns choice under certainty when there is a strict
preference cycle. Specifically, suppose that a, b, c are three different conse-
quences in the domain Y . Consider the choice function F 7→ C(F ) defined
on F(Y ), the family of non-empty subsets of Y . Suppose that F 7→ C(F )
induces a base relation %C on Y for which there is a strict preference cycle
on the triple Z := {a, b, c} — i.e., one has a �C b, b �C c, and c �C a. This
will be true, of course, if and only if the choice function F 7→ C(F ) applied
to pair sets F ⊂ S satisfies

C({a, b}) = {a}, C({b, c}) = {b}, and C({a, c}) = {c}. (25)

Suppose too that C({a, b, c}) = {b}, because b is deemed to be the “best” of
the three consequences in S.

Consider now the triple of decision trees in Fig. 1, each of which starts
with an initial node that is also a decision node, indicated by a square. Fur-
thermore, in each tree the terminal nodes are indicated by dots and labelled
by their respective consequences a, b, c.

Of these three trees, the leftmost tree T has a second decision node n1.
The decision at node n0 is therefore:
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Figure 1: Three Decision Trees Associated with a Strict Preference Cycle

either to move down, leading directly to the terminal node whose conse-
quence is c;

or to move up, leading to the decision node n1 and the later choice be-
tween the two terminal nodes whose consequences are a and b respec-
tively.

4.2.2. A Potential Addict

The “potential addict” example of Hammond (1976) involves the partic-
ular decision tree T in Figure 1, with the three respective consequences in
the set Z = {a, b, c} interpreted as follows:

a is addiction, which is the worst ex ante of the three possible consequences
in S;

b is bliss, which is the best ex ante of the three possible consequences in S,
allowing the decision-maker to enjoy some of the pleasures of addiction
without experiencing any long-lasting harm;

c results from the commitment to avoid any possibility of addiction, thus
denying oneself all the benefits of b, as well as sparing oneself all the
costs of a.

After reaching the second decision node n1 of tree T , however, the decision
maker has become addicted. This implies that preferences change ex post so
that a becomes strictly preferred to b.

The presumed potential addict’s preferences a �C b, b �C c, and c �C a
are those of an agent who prefers addiction to bliss after becoming addicted,
but prefers bliss to commitment and commitment to addiction. A näıve
agent plans b but gets diverted to a, whereas a sophisticated agent plans c
and realizes that plan.
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The potential addict example, with its changing preferences and even a
strict preference cycle, will be ruled out by the following axioms that are
inspired by Cubitt (1996).

4.3. Axioms for Ordinality

4.3.1. A General Tree with Two Decision Nodes

n0
�
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��

n1
���

�� s a
XXXXX s b

hhhhhhhhhh sHH
HHH

HHH
HH s
�� F \ { a, b }��

Figure 2: Decision Tree TF,a,b Illustrating Ordinality

The potential addict example is a particular case of a special kind of
decision tree, of the form shown in Figure 2. The single lower branch in the
leftmost tree of Figure 1, whose consequence is c, has been replaced in the
decision tree TF,a,b of Figure 2 by an arbitrary finite set of branches, each
with its own separate consequence in the set F \ {a, b}. Here F ⊆ Y is an
arbitrary finite set of consequences that includes both a and b as distinct
members, and has at least one other distinct member besides.

At each of the two decision nodes n0 and n1 of the decision tree TF,a,b, we
will be especially interested in the feasible sets of consequences after reaching
that decision node, which are evidently F (TF,a,b, n0) = F and F (TF,a,b, n1) =
{a, b} respectively. We will also represent plans at those two nodes by the
two planned consequence sets14

Ψ(TF,a,b, n0) ⊆ F (TF,a,b, n0) = F and Ψ(TF,a,b, n1) ⊆ F (TF,a,b, n1) = {a, b}

Another piece of useful notation is

N+1(TF,a,b, n0) = {n1} ∪ (F \ {a, b}) and N+1(TF,a,b, n1) = {a, b}

14Cubitt (1996) defines a plan as a chosen set of terminal nodes. Because we identify
each terminal node with the consequence that is obtained there, it loses no generality to
define Ψ(TF,a,b, n) as a subset of the feasible set of consequences F (TF,a,b, n).
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for the sets of nodes that immediately succeed the two decision nodes n0 and
n1 respectively in the tree TF,a,b.

Finally, given the planned consequence set Ψ(TF,a,b, n0) at n0, let

ψ(TF,a,b, n0) := {n′ ∈ N+1(TF,a,b, n0) | Ψ(TF,a,b, n0) ∩ F (TF,a,b, n
′) 6= ∅}

be the planned move set at node n0; it represents those nodes inN+1(TF,a,b, n0)
which the decision maker must be willing to go to in order not to rule out
any consequence in Ψ(TF,a,b, n0).

The following definition applies to general decision trees T .

Definition 7. Given any node n of any finite decision tree T , let:

1. N+1(T, n) denote the set of nodes that immediately succeed n in T ;

2. F (T, n) denote the feasible set of consequences given that node n has
been reached in decision tree T ;

3. Ψ(T, n) ⊆ F (T, n) denote the planned consequence set at node n.

When n is a terminal node leading to the consequence y ∈ Y , then

N+1(T, n) = ∅ and F (T, n) = {y} (26)

4.3.2. Dynamic Consistency at a Decision Node

Whenever the decision maker at node n0 of tree TF,a,b plans to achieve
a consequence a or b in F (TF,a,b, n1), this entails arriving at node n1. In
fact one must have n1 ∈ ψ(TF,a,b, n0). Then “dynamic consistency at n0”
requires the plan at n1 to involve choosing all the consequences that were
both planned at n0 and are still feasible at n1. These are precisely the
consequences in Ψ(TF,a,b, n0) ∩ F (TF,a,b, n1). Thus dynamic consistency at
n0 is satisfied if and only if Ψ(TF,a,b, n0) = Ψ(T, n0) ∩ F (TF,a,b, n1) whenever
Ψ(TF,a,b, n0) ∩ F (TF,a,b, n1) 6= ∅.

More generally:

Definition 8. Let n be any decision node of any decision tree T , with
N+1(T, n) as the set of immediately succeeding nodes. Then there is dynamic
consistency at the decision node n provided that, whenever the planned con-
sequence sets Ψ(T, n) and Ψ(T, n′) at nodes n and n′ ∈ N+1(T, n) satisfy
Ψ(T, n) ∩ F (T, n′) 6= ∅, then Ψ(T, n′) = Ψ(T, n) ∩ F (T, n′).
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4.3.3. Separability after a Decision Node

The next condition requires the “continuation subtree” T (n1) of TF,a,b that
starts at node n1 to be treated as if it were a full decision tree. Formally:

Definition 9. Let T (n1) denote the continuation subtree of tree T , which is
the subtree whose initial node is n1 and whose other nodes are a, b, the two
successors of n1 in tree T . The planned set Ψ(T, n1) of consequences at node
n1 satisfies separability provided that it equals the planned set Ψ(T (n1), n1)
of consequences at the initial node n1 of the continuation subtree T (n1).

4.3.4. Reduction of Sequential Choice

The next condition requires that, given a decision tree that allows a se-
quence of choices at its two decision nodes, transforming that tree to its
“reduced form” with just one decision node has no effect on the planned set
of consequences. Formally:

Definition 10. Let T̂F be the reduced form of the tree TF,a,b, defined so
that its initial node n̂0 is the only decision node, and also so that the feasible
sets of consequences are the same, with F (T, n0) = F (T̂F , n̂0) = F . Then
reduction of sequential choice requires that the planned sets of consequences
satisfy Ψ(T, n0) = Ψ(T̂F , n̂0).

4.4. Ordinality

Theorem 5. Suppose that, given any finite feasible set F ⊆ Y consisting
of at least 3 consequences, as well as any pair of consequences a, b ∈ F , the
planned consequence sets Ψ(T, n0) and Ψ(T, n1) in the decision tree TF,a,b of
Figure 2 satisfy dynamic consistency, separability, and reduction of sequential
choice.

Let F(Y ) 3 F 7→ C(F ) := Ψ(T̂F , n̂0) be the consequence choice function
defined on the domain F(Y ) of all non-empty finite subsets of Y whose value
is the planned consequence set in the reduced form decision tree T̂F with one
decision node n̂0 such that F (T̂F , n̂0) = F .

Let % denote the binary relation defined on Y by the requirement that
a % b⇐⇒ a ∈ C({a, b}) for each pair a, b ∈ Y . Then:

1. the relation % is complete and transitive;

2. C(F ) = C%(F ) := {a ∈ F | b ∈ F =⇒ a % b} for each F ∈ F(Y ).
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Proof. Because Ψ(T̃ , ñ0) 6= ∅ for any tree T̃ with F (T̃ , ñ0) = {a, b}, the
definition of % implies that the relation is complete.

Given any triple (F, a, b) with F ∈ F(Y ), a ∈ C(F ) and b ∈ F , construct
the decision tree TF,a,b shown in Figure 2. Then F (T, n0) = F = F (T̂F , n̂0),

where T̂F is the reduced form of F with n̂0 as its only decision node. By
reduction of sequential choice, it follows that C(F ) = Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) = Ψ(T, n0).
In particular, because a ∈ C(F ) by hypothesis, and also a ∈ F (T, n1) by
construction of the tree T , it follows that

a ∈ C(F ) =⇒ a ∈ Ψ(T, n0) ∩ F (T, n1) (27)

From dynamic consistency and then separability, it follows that

Ψ(T, n0) ∩ F (T, n1) = Ψ(T, n1) = Ψ(T (n1), n1) (28)

Because T (n1) is a reduced form decision tree, the definition of F 7→ C(F )
implies that

Ψ(T (n1), n1) = C(F (T (n1), n1)) = C({a, b}) (29)

Combining (27) (28), and (29), we see that a ∈ C(F ) =⇒ a % b. Since this is
true whenever a, b ∈ F ⊆ Y where F is finite, it follows that the consequence
choice function F 7→ C(F ) satisfies binary contraction consistency.

Next, suppose that not only a ∈ C(F ), but also b % a. The above
construction shows that in the tree TF,a,b shown in Figure 2, one has

b ∈ C({a, b}) = C(F (T (n1), n1) = Ψ(T, n1) = Ψ(T, n0) ∩ F (T, n1)

and so
b ∈ Ψ(T, n0) = C(F (T, n0)) = C(F )

It follows that the consequence choice function F 7→ C(F ) satisfies binary
expansion consistency.

We have proved that F 7→ C(F ) satisfies both binary contraction consis-
tency and binary expansion consistency. It follows from Theorem 1 that the
choice function F 7→ C(F ) is ordinal and its base relation % is transitive.
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4.5. Consequentialist Invariance

4.5.1. Behavior and Its Consequences

Definition 11. In the decision tree TF,a,b of Figure 2, for each of the two
decision nodes n ∈ {n0, n1}, let:

1. N+1(T, n) denote the set of immediately succeeding nodes of node n
in decision tree T ; evidently N+1(T, n0) = {n1} ∪ (F \ {a, b}) and
N+1(T, n1) = {a, b};

2. β(T, n) ⊆ N+1(T, n) denote the non-empty behavior set of moves that
it would be acceptable for the decision maker to make at node n;

3. Φ(T, n) ⊆ F (T, n) denote the consequence choice set induced by be-
havior β(T, n′) at all nodes n′ of the continuation subtree T (n) whose
initial node is n.

Instead of the planned consequences Ψ(T, n) of reaching node n in decision
tree T , the “consequentialist” approach focuses on the consequence choice set
Φ(T, n) generated by the behavior β(T, n). This set can be found by back-
ward induction, otherwise known as “folding back” (Raiffa, 1968, Sarin and
Wakker, 1994) or even “rolling back” (LaValle and Wapman 1986). The idea
is, for each node n′ ∈ N+1(T, n), to fold back the corresponding continuation
subtree T (n′) into the single node n′, and attach to it the consequence choice
set Φ(T, n′) ⊆ F (T, n′) that applies after reaching node n′. Along with the
feasible sets F (T, n), the consequence choice sets Φ(T, n) are constructed by
backward recursion, based on the respective equations

F (T, n) =
⋃

n′∈N+1(T,n)
F (T, n′) and Φ(T, n) =

⋃
n′∈β(T (n),n)

Φ(T, n′) (30)

The second equation states that, for any y ∈ F (T, n) to be a possible con-
sequence of behavior starting from node n in tree T , there must be a node
n′ ∈ β(T (n), n) such that y ∈ Φ(T, n′).

Especially noteworthy here is that definition (30), in order to determine
each consequence choice set Φ(T, n) generated by behavior in the tree T ,
depends on behavior only at the initial node of the continuation subtree
T (n). This relates to the old English adage “don’t cross your bridges be-
fore you come to them”, as cited by Savage (1954) in particular. That is,
behavior at node n is undetermined until node n itself is reached and the
“bridge” one needs to cross is to one of the immediately succeeding nodes
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n′ ∈ N+1(T, n) = N+1(T (n), n). As will be seen, definition (30) obviates the
need to assume that behavior satisfies the dynamic consistency requirement
β(T, n) = β(T (n), n). It is one important feature that distinguishes actual
from planned behavior.

4.5.2. Consequentialist Invariance and Its Implications

The following definition is deliberately very general because in future
sections we will want to apply them in several different contexts that allow
decision trees with chance or event nodes as well as, in some cases, more than
two decision nodes.

Definition 12. A behavior rule is a mapping (T, n) 7→ β(T, n) defined at
every decision node n of all decision trees T in a specified domain T , and
satisfying ∅ 6= β(T, n) ⊆ N+1(T, n). A behavior rule satisfies consequentialist
invariance provided that, whenever n, ñ are decision nodes of the respective
trees T, T̃ ∈ T at which the respective feasible sets satisfy F (T, n) = F (T̃ , ñ),
the corresponding consequence choice sets satisfy Φ(T, n) = Φ(T̃ , ñ).

The following result demonstrates that, when applied to the decision tree
TF,a,b shown in Figure 2, consequentialist invariance implies that the conse-
quence choice sets Φ(TF,a,b, n) satisfy the three assumptions on the planned
consequence sets Ψ(TF,a,b, n) that were imposed in Section 4.3.

Theorem 6. Given the decision tree TF,a,b shown in Figure 2, suppose that
behavior β(TF,a,b, n) and its consequence choice sets Φ(TF,a,b, n) at the two
decision nodes n ∈ {n0, n1} satisfy consequentialist invariance. Then the
consequence choice sets Φ(TF,a,b, n) also satisfy dynamic consistency at the
decision node n0, separability after the decision node n0, and reduction of
sequential choice.

Proof. Suppose that Φ(T, n0) ∩ F (T, n1) 6= ∅. Because of (30), this is only
possible if n1 ∈ β(T, n0), in which case (30) implies that Φ(T, n1) ⊆ Φ(T, n0).
In particular, Φ(T, n1) = Φ(T, n0) ∩ F (T, n1), as required for dynamic con-
sistency.

Equation (30) also implies that Φ(T (n1), n1) = Φ(T, n1) = β(T, n1), as
required for separability.

Finally, the reduced form T̂F of the tree TF,a,b obviously has the property

that F (T, n0) = F (T̂F , n̂0) = F , so consequentialist invariance implies that
Φ(T, n0) = Φ(T̂F , n̂0), as required for reduction of sequential choice.
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4.6. Ordinal Dynamic Programming

So far we have shown that if our versions of Cubitt’s axioms (dynamic
consistency at a decision node, separability after a decision node, and reduc-
tion of sequential choice) hold only in each tree TF,a,b, this is enough to ensure
that the planned choice sets must maximize a preference ordering. We have
also shown that if consequentialist invariance holds in each tree TF,a,b, then
our versions of Cubitt’s axioms are implied. To close the logical circle we
now establish the following result, which is inspired by Sobel’s (1975) work
on “ordinal dynamic programming”. The result is stated and proved for a
general finite decision tree.

Theorem 7. Let % be any preference ordering on Y . Let C% denote the
ordinal choice function on the domain F(Y ) of non-empty finite subsets of
Y that is induced by %. Then there exists a behavior rule (T, n) 7→ β(T, n)
defined on the domain T (Y ) of all finite decision trees with consequences
in Y with the property that the induced consequence choice sets, which are
calculated by folding back rule (30), satisfy consequentialist invariance with

Ψ(T, n) = C%(F (T, n)) (31)

at every node n of every tree T in T (Y ).

Proof. Given any decision node n of any tree T in T (Y ), construct the set

β(T, n) := {n′ ∈ N+1(T, n) | C%(F (T, n)) ∩ F (T, n′) 6= ∅} (32)

of moves at n allowing some consequence in the choice set C%(F (T, n)) to be
reached. Because the choice function F 7→ C%(F ) is ordinal on the domain
F(Y ), theorem 1 implies that it must satisfy both expansion and contraction
consistency. Hence

n′ ∈ β(T, n) ⇐⇒ C%(F (T, n)) ∩ F (T, n′) 6= ∅
⇐⇒ C%(F (T, n′)) = C%(F (T, n)) ∩ F (T, n′)

But this implies the chain of equalities⋃
n′∈β(T,n) C

%(F (T, n′)) =
⋃
n′∈β(T,n)[C

%(F (T, n)) ∩ F (T, n′)]

=
⋃
n′∈N+1(T,n)[C

%(F (T, n)) ∩ F (T, n′)]

= C%(F (T, n)) ∩
[⋃

n′∈N+1(T,n) F (T, n′)
]

= C%(F (T, n)) ∩ F (T, n) = C%(F (T, n))
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from which the equality

C%(F (T, n)) =
⋃

n′∈β(T,n)
C%(F (T, n′)) (33)

follows trivially.
We now prove by backward induction that (31) holds at every node n

of T . At any terminal node n with a consequence y ∈ Y one has

Ψ(T, n) = F (T, n) = C%(F (T, n)) = {y}

so (31) holds trivially.
As the induction hypothesis, suppose that Ψ(T, n′) = C%(F (T, n′)) for

every n′ ∈ N+1(T, n). Now, the folding back rule (30) states that Ψ(T, n) =
∪n′∈β(T,n)Ψ(T, n′). Together with (33) and the induction hypothesis, this
implies that

Ψ(T, n) =
⋃

n′∈β(T,n)
Ψ(T, n′) =

⋃
n′∈β(T,n)

C%(F (T, n′)) = C%(F (T, n))

This proves the relevant backward induction step, so (31) holds for all nodes n
in tree T .

4.7. Time Inconsistency and Hyperbolic Discounting

4.7.1. Timed Consequences and Discounting

Following Samuelson (1937), Koopmans (1960), and many others the
early literature on discounting future utilities typically considers an entire
consumption stream c in the form of a function T 3 t 7→ c(t) ∈ R+, where
(just in this section) T ⊆ R+ is the relevant time domain. Sometimes time
was discrete, in which case a typical intertemporal utility function would
take the form

∑
t∈T Dtu(ct), where c 7→ u(c) is a time-independent utility

function, and Dt denotes a discount factor which is assumed to decrease
with time. Sometimes time was continuous, in which case T would become
an interval and the sum would be replaced with an integral of the form∫
T
D(t)u(c(t))dt. A special case of some importance arose with exponential

discounting, implying that D(t) = dt for some constant d ∈ (0, 1) in the
discrete time case, and that D(t) = e−δt for some negative constant δ in
the continuous time case. Strotz’s (1956) work in particular considered the
possible dynamic inconsistency of choice in the continuous time framework,
especially when non-exponential discounting was combined with a particular
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kind of stationarity that required the plan chosen at any time s > 0 to max-
imize

∫∞
s
D(t − s)u(c(t))dt so that future utility was effectively discounted

back to the date at which the plan was made, rather than to a fixed time
like 0.

The experimental literature has focused on simpler decision problems
where, instead of entire consumption streams, the objects of choice are timed
consequences of the form (t, y) ∈ R+× Y , where t denotes the time at which
the consequence y ∈ Y is experienced. Following Fishburn and Rubinstein
(1982), it is usually assumed that preferences over timed consequences are
respresented by just one term D(t)u(y) of the intertemporal sum, with time
t treated as part of the chosen consequence.

In case Y = R+ and one assumes that there is complete indifference
over the timing of the 0 consequence, then one can impose the convenient
normalization u(0) = 0. In this setting Fishburn and Rubinstein (1982)
have provided further results concerning what transformations of the two
functions t 7→ D(t) and y 7→ u(y) leave invariant the preferences over timed
consequences that are represented by the function (t, y) 7→ D(t)u(y).

4.7.2. Experimental Tests of Exponential Discounting

A parsimonious special case occurs when there is the exponential dis-
counting, meaning that D(t) = dt as with preferences for intertemporal con-
sumption streams. Following Strotz’s (1956) insight, exponential discounting
is a necessary and sufficient condition for consistency between the planned
choices today, at time 0, and future choices at time s when the objective over
pairs (t, y) with t ≥ s shifts to D(t− s)u(y).

One of the first experimental tests of exponential discounting was reported
in Thaler (1981). Subjects’s stated preferences for timed consequences in the
near future were compared with their preferences when these timed conse-
quences were shifted out into the far future. For example, the preferences
compared were between: (i) one apple today vs. two apples tomorrow; (ii)
one apple in a year from now vs. two apples in a year and a day from now.
Many people state a preference in situation (i) for one apple today, but in
situation (ii) they state a preference for two apples in a year and a day from
now, which is inconsistent with exponential discounting. and. Such pref-
erences are usually attributed to decreasing impatience. They also suggest
that subjects fail to foresee that in one year from now situation (ii) will have
become situation (i). This allows them liable to violate their originally stated
preferences by preferring one apple as soon as possible to two apples one day
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later. It also makes them have inconsistent preferences like Strotz’s näıve
planners.

4.7.3. Hyperbolic Discounting and Beyond

The literature on time preferences received particular attention in Ak-
erlof’s (1991) lecture on the näıve planner’s propensity to procrastinate.15

Many theoretical models of näıve planning that followed have extended the
exponential discounting model. Laibson (1997, 1998) studies economic appli-
cations of the “hyperbolic” discounting model that had earlier been suggested
by psychologists (Ainslie, 1992). For example, Phelps and Pollak (1968) had
proposed “quasi-hyperbolic discounting” in discrete time with D0 = 1 and
Dt = bdt, for an additional parameter b ∈ (0, 1). Such quasi-hyperbolic
discounting implies that there is more impatience in determining preferences
between successive pairs (0, y), (1, y′) than corresponding pairs (t, y), (t+1, y′)
at later times, but there is constant impatience otherwise. A more general
general form of hyperbolic discounting that implies decreasing impatience at
all times comes from taking D(t) = (1 + dt)−b/d with parameters d ≥ 0 and
b > 0. As d approaches 0, this form of discounting approaches exponential
discounting.

More recent works on applications of time preferences include Barro
(1999), O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a, 1999b, 2001), Harris and Laibson
(2001), as well as Krusell and Smith (2003). Bernheim and Rangel (2007)
further explore the policy relevance of “non-constant” discounting models;
Hayashi (2003) along with Bleichrodt et al. (2009) provide extensions to non-
hyperbolic discounting. These works have been motivated and complemented
by the many experimental studies of the dynamic consistency of time pref-
erences, that have been surveyed by Loewenstein and Prelec (1992) and by
Frederick et al. (2002). Overall these studies provide plenty of evidence to
support the hypothesis that discounting is often not exponential.

15We do not refrain from remarking that the link between procrastination and näıve
plans was briefly discussed in Hammond (1973).
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5. Dynamic Rationality with Risky Consequences

5.1. Axioms for Independence

5.1.1. A Family of Simple Trees with Risky Consequences

We are going to introduce a parametric family of decision trees, with the
idea of using some simple relationships between them in order to explore the
implications of a set of axioms inspired by Cubitt (1996). Especially inter-
esting will be a condition that is related to the vNM independence condition
(15) in Section 3.3.2.

The parameters are precisely those involved in the statement of the vNM
independence condition. Specifically, they consist of a variable triple of lot-
teries λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ), together with a variable probability α ∈ (0, 1) of
moving “up” rather than “down”. For each value of the parameter vector
(λ, µ, ν;α) there will be four closely related trees T̄λ,µ,ν;α, T ′λ,µ,ν;α, T̄λ,µ,ν;α(n1),

and T̂λ,µ,ν;α. Often we will simplify notation by omitting the parameter vector
(λ, µ, ν;α) when this creates no ambiguity.
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Figure 3: The Decision Tree T̄λ,µ,ν;α and the Variation T ′λ,µ,ν;α
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Figure 4: The Continuation T̄λ,µ,ν;α(n1) and the Reduction T̂λ,µ,ν;α

Following the notation that was introduced in Section 4.3.1 for decision
trees with deterministic consequences:

Definition 13. In each of the four decision trees T of Figures 3 and 4, and
for each of the nodes n of T , let:
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1. N+1(T, n) denote the set of nodes that immediately succeed n in the
tree T ;

2. F (T, n) ⊂ ∆(Y ) denote the feasible set of consequences given that
node n has been reached in decision tree T ;

3. Ψ(T, n) ⊆ F (T, n) denote the planned set of consequences at node n.16

5.1.2. Folding Back Feasible Sets

The feasible sets F (T, n) at some nodes of the trees in Figures 3 and 4
are obvious. Specifically,

F (T̄λ,µ,ν;α, n1) = F (T̄λ,µ,ν;α(n1), n1) = {λ, µ}
and F (T̂λ,µ,ν;α, n̂0) = {αλ+ (1− α)ν, αµ+ (1− α)ν}

= α{λ, µ}+ (1− α){ν}
(34)

where the last equality follows from an obvious definition of the mixture of the
two sets of lotteries {λ, µ} and {ν}, which are subsets of ∆(Y ). Furthermore,
invoking the first equation in (30) at the decision node n′0 of T ′λ,µ,ν;α yields

F (T ′λ,µ,ν;α, n
′
0) = F (T ′λ,µ,ν;α, n

′
1) ∪ F (T ′λ,µ,ν;α, n

′
2) (35)

At the chance nodes n0 of T̄λ,µ,ν;α and n′1, n
′
2 of T ′λ,µ,ν;α, however, and indeed

for any decision node n of any finite decision tree T , we invoke:

Definition 14. Let n be any chance node of a decision tree T . For each
immediately succeeding node n′ ∈ N+1(T, n) of n in T , let π(n′|n) denote
the specified conditional probability of reaching each immediately succeeding
node n′ ∈ N+1(T, n) of n in T . The feasible set F (T, n) at n satisfies the
folding back rule provided it is given by the corresponding mixture

F (T, n) =
∑

n′∈N+1(T,n)
π(n′|n)F (T, n′) (36)

of the immediately succeeding feasible sets F (T, n′).

16Cubitt (1996) restricts the definition of planned sets to decision nodes. We do not,
for two reasons. First, it seems perfectly reasonable that wholly rational decision makers
should be able to report their plans even when they are not about to make a decision.
Second, we could in any case adopt Cubitt’s device in trees like T̄λ,µ,ν;α of introducing
immediately before the original initial node n0 an extra “dummy” decision node ndummy

whose only immediate successor is n0. Then the plans that we are attaching to chance
(and event) nodes in our framework could be attached instead to an extra dummy decision
node that precedes each chance (or event) node.
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Applying (36) at the three different chance nodes in the two decision trees
of Figure 3 yields

F (T̄λ,µ,ν;α, n0) = αF (T̄λ,µ,ν;α, n1) + (1− α){ν}
= α{λ, µ}+ (1− α){ν}

as well as F (T ′λ,µ,ν;α, n
′
1) = α{λ}+ (1− α){ν}

and F (T ′λ,µ,ν;α, n
′
2) = α{µ}+ (1− α){ν}

(37)

Along with (34) and (35), this implies that

F (T̄λ,µ,ν;α, n0) = F (T ′λ,µ,ν;α, n
′
0) = F (T̂λ,µ,ν;α, n̂0) = α{λ, µ}+(1−α){ν} (38)

We note in passing that rule (36) for folding back feasible sets is really
no more than an implication of the laws of probability, together with the
obvious requirement that the random moves at different chance nodes of any
decision tree should be stochastically independent. After all, any possible
source of dependence between different random moves should be modelled
somewhere within the tree itself.

5.1.3. Reduction of Compound Lotteries

Our first substantive assumption on planning involves the planned con-
sequence sets in two of the decision trees in Figures 3 and 4. Note that T̂
is a reduction of T ′ in the sense that the only difference is that there is an
extra step at node n′1 in resolving the lotteries; this makes no difference to
the two feasible sets F (T ′, n′0) and F (T̂ , n̂0), which by (38) are both equal to
α{λ, µ}+ (1− α){ν}.

Definition 15. The planned consequence sets Ψ(T ′, n′0) and Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) at the
initial nodes n′0 and n̂0 of the two trees T ′ = T ′λ,µ,ν;α and T̂ = T̂λ,µ,ν;α shown
in Figures 3 and 4 satisfy reduction of compound lotteries provided they are
equal.

5.1.4. Dynamic Consistency at a Chance Node

Consider again the decision tree T̄ = T̄λ,µ,ν;α shown in Figure 3. Whatever
the planned consequence set at node n0 may be, it entails arriving at node n1

with probability α > 0, and also anticipating that a specific non-empty subset
Ψ(T̄ , n1) ⊆ {λ, µ} will be selected at that node. Now, there is an obvious
bijection j : F (T̄ , n1)→ F (T̄ , n0) whereby

λ 7→ j(λ) = αλ+ (1− α)ν and µ 7→ j(µ) = αµ+ (1− α)ν (39)
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The following dynamic consistency condition requires this bijection to induce
a correspondence between the two planned consequence sets Ψ(T̄ , n1) and
Ψ(T̄ , n0). Formally:

Definition 16. The planned consequence sets Ψ(T̄ , n0) and Ψ(T̄ , n1) at the
two non-terminal nodes of the tree T̄ = T̄λ,µ,ν;α of Figure 3 are dynamically
consistent at node n0 provided that

λ ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ αλ+ (1− α)ν ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n0)
and µ ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ αµ+ (1− α)ν ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n0)

(40)

or equivalently, provided that Ψ(T̄ , n0) = αΨ(T̄ , n1) + (1− α){ν}.

5.1.5. Separability after a Chance Node

As in Section 4.3.3, separability requires the “continuation subtree” T̄ (n1)
of tree T̄ = T̄λ,µ,ν;α that starts at node n1 to be treated as if it were a full
decision tree. The difference from Section 4.3.3 is that there the preceding
node was a decision node; here it is a chance node.

Here is a formal definition for an arbitrary finite tree T of separability at
a chance node n of T .

Definition 17. Given any decision tree T , the planned consequence set
Ψ(T, n) at a chance node satisfies separability after the chance node n pro-
vided that it equals the planned consequence set Ψ(T (n), n) at the initial
node n of the continuation subtree T (n).

5.1.6. Timing Invariance with Risk

Consider once again the two decision trees T̄ = T̄λ,µ,ν;α and T ′ = T ′λ,µ,ν;α

shown in Figure 3. We have already noted in (38) that the two feasible
sets F (T̄ , n0) and F (T ′, n′0) at the initial nodes must be equal. The only
difference between these two trees is that in T̄ , the lottery that picks “up”
with probability α and “down” with probability 1− α precedes the decision
node, whereas in T ′ this timing is reversed. Our last condition, which we state
only for two trees like those in Figure 3, requires the planned consequence
set to be invariant to this timing reversal. Formally:

Definition 18. Given the two decision trees T̄ = T̄λ,µ,ν;α and T ′ = T ′λ,µ,ν;α

shown in Figure 3, which differ only in the timing of the decision and chance
nodes, say that there is timing invariance provided that the two planned
consequence sets Ψ(T̄ , n0) and Ψ(T ′, n′0) are identical.
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5.2. An Independence Condition

The following Lemma establishes a useful condition precursor of the vNM
independence axiom:

Lemma 8. Given any three lotteries λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ) (not necessarily distinct)
and any scalar α ∈ (0, 1), consider the four decision trees T̄ = T̄λ,µ,ν;α, T ′ =

T ′λ,µ,ν;α, T̄ (n1) = T̄λ,µ,ν;α(n1), and T̂ = T̂λ,µ,ν;α as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Suppose that the planned consequence sets Ψ(T, n) at the non-terminal nodes
of these trees satisfy reduction of compound lotteries, dynamic consistency at
a chance node, separability after a chance node, and timing invariance. Then
the two planned consequence sets Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) and Ψ(T̄ (n1), n1) satisfy

Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) = αΨ(T̄ (n1), n1) + (1− α){ν} (41)

Proof. Applying successively reduction of compound lotteries, timing invari-
ance, dynamic consistency at a chance node, then separability after a chance
node, we obtain the chain of equalities

Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) = Ψ(T ′, n′0) = Ψ(T̄ , n0) = αΨ(T̄ , n1) + (1− α){ν}
= αΨ(T̄ (n1), n1) + (1− α){ν} (42)

from which (41) follows trivially.

The following Theorem establishes that our versions of Cubitt’s (1996)
axioms are sufficient for ordinality and independence.

Theorem 9. Suppose that:

1. the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied whenever F ⊂ ∆(Y ) is a
feasible set consisting of at least 3 distinct lotteries;

2. the hypotheses of Lemma 8 are satisfied.

Then there exists a preference ordering % on ∆(Y ) satisfying the vNM inde-
pendence axiom with the property that, in every reduced form finite decision
tree T̂ whose terminal nodes have consequences in ∆(Y ), the planned conse-
quence set satisfies

Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) = C%(F (T̂ , n̂0)) (43)

where F(∆(Y )) 3 F 7→ C%(F ) is the ordinal choice function on non-empty
finite subsets F ⊂ ∆(Y ) that is generated by the ordering %.
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Proof. By Theorem 5 applied to the domain ∆(Y ) instead of the domain Y ,
the ordering % exists on ∆(Y ) and (43) is satisfied.

Given any three lotteries λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆(Y ) and any scalar α ∈ (0, 1),
Lemma 8 implies that for the two decision trees T̄ (n1) = T̄λ,µ,ν;α(n1) and

T̂ = T̂λ,µ,ν;α shown in Figure 4, one has

F (T̄ (n1), n1) = {λ, µ} and F (T̂ , n̂0) = αF (T̄ (n1), n1) + (1− α){ν}

By definition of the ordering %, it follows that

λ ∈ Ψ(T̄ (n1), n1) ⇐⇒ λ % µ and

αλ+ (1− α)ν ∈ Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) ⇐⇒ αλ+ (1− α)ν % αµ+ (1− α)ν
(44)

But equation (41) implies that

λ ∈ Ψ(T (n1), n1)⇐⇒ αλ+ (1− α)ν ∈ Ψ(T̂ , n̂0)

Combining this with (44) yields

λ % µ⇐⇒ αλ+ (1− α)ν % αµ+ (1− α)ν

which is precisely the vNM independence axiom.

5.3. Behavior and Its Consequences

5.3.1. Folding Back at a Decision Node

We begin by recalling the notation of Section 4.5.1, where at any decision
node n of any tree T , one has:

1. a set N+1(T, n) of immediately succeeding nodes in the decision tree T ;

2. a non-empty behavior set β(T, n) ⊆ N+1(T, n);

3. a feasible consequence set F (T, n) ⊂ ∆(Y );

4. a consequence choice set Φ(T, n) ⊆ F (T, n) induced by behavior β(T, n′)
at all nodes n′ of the continuation subtree T (n) whose initial node is n.

As in Section 4.5.1, we assume that at any decision node n of any decision
tree T , the feasible set F (T, n) and the consequence choice set Φ(T, n) satisfy
the folding back rule (30), reproduced here for convenience:

F (T, n) =
⋃

n′∈N+1(T,n)
F (T, n′) and Φ(T, n) =

⋃
n′∈β(T (n),n)

Φ(T, n′)
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5.3.2. Folding Back at a Chance Node

At the chance node n0 of the first tree T̄ = T̄λ,µ,ν;α that is shown in
Figure 3, we naturally assume that the random move to one of the two
succeeding nodes in N+1(T̄ , n) = {n1, ν} is stochastically independent of
both the two lotteries λ, ν at the terminal nodes succeeding n1. This implies
that a commitment to choose up at node n1 results in the consequence lottery
αλ+ (1−α)ν back at n0, whereas a commitment to choose down at node n1

results in the consequence lottery αµ+ (1− α)ν back at n0. Hence

F (T̄ , n0) = {αλ+ (1− α)ν, αµ+ (1− α)ν} = αF (T̄ , n1) + (1− α){ν} (45)

Furthermore, by a similar argument,

λ ∈ β(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ λ ∈ Φ(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ αλ+ (1− α)ν ∈ Φ(T̄ , n0)
µ ∈ β(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ µ ∈ Φ(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ αµ+ (1− α)ν ∈ Φ(T̄ , n0)

(46)

which obviously implies that

Φ(T̄ , n0) = αΦ(T̄ , n1) + (1− α){ν} (47)

Equations (45) and (47) are special cases of the more general folding back
rules

F (T, n) =
∑

n′∈N+1(n) π(n′|n)F (T, n′)

Φ(T, n) =
∑

n′∈N+1(n) π(n′|n) Φ(T, n′)
(48)

that apply in a general decision tree T to the feasible set and consequence
choice set at any chance node n where the probabilities of reaching each
immediately succeeding node n′ ∈ N+1(n) are specified to be π(n′|n).

5.3.3. Implications of Consequentialist Invariance

Consequentialist invariance was defined in Section 4.5.1. The following
result demonstrates that it implies that the consequence choice sets Φ(T, n)
satisfy the axioms for independence that were imposed in Section 5.1.

Theorem 10. Given the four decision trees shown in Figures 3 and 4, sup-
pose that behavior β(T, n) and the consequence choice sets Φ(T, n) at all the
nodes n of these trees satisfy consequentialist invariance. Then the conse-
quence choice sets Φ(T, n) also satisfy reduction of compound lotteries, dy-
namic consistency at the chance node n0, separability after the chance node
n0, and timing invariance.
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Proof. First, because F (T ′, n′0) = F (T̂ , n̂0) = α{λ, µ} + (1 − α){ν}, conse-
quentialist invariance implies that Φ(T ′, n′0) = Φ(T̂ , n̂0), so these two sets
satisfy reduction of compound lotteries.

Second, the folding back rule (47) is identical to the equation Φ(T̄ , n0) =
αΦ(T̄ , n1)+(1−α){ν} in Definition 16, so dynamic consistency at the chance
node n0 is satisfied.

Third, because F (T̄ , n1) = F (T̄ (n1), n1) = {λ, µ}, consequentialist in-
variance implies that Φ(T̄ , n1) = Φ(T̄ (n1), n1), which is the condition for
separability after the chance node n0.

Finally, because F (T̄ , n0) = F (T ′, n′0) = α{λ, µ}+(1−α){ν}, consequen-
tialist invariance implies that Φ(T̄ , n0) = Φ(T ′, n′0), which is the condition
for timing invariance.

5.4. Ordinal Dynamic Programming with Risky Consequences

The main result of this section extends the ordinal dynamic programming
result in Theorem 7 of Section 4.6 to allow for chance as well as decision
nodes.

Theorem 11. Let % be any preference ordering on ∆(Y ) that satisfies vNM
independence. Let C% denote the ordinal choice function on the domain
F(∆(Y )) of non-empty finite subsets of ∆(Y ) that is induced by %. Then
there exists a behavior rule (T, n) 7→ β(T, n) defined on the domain T (∆(Y ))
of all finite decision trees with consequences in ∆(Y ) having the property
that the induced consequence choice sets, which are calculated by applying the
folding back rules (30) and (48), satisfy consequentialist invariance with

Ψ(T, n) = C%(F (T, n)) (49)

at every node n of every tree T in T (∆(Y )).

Proof. Given any decision node n of any tree T in T (∆(Y )), construct the
set

β(T, n) := {n′ ∈ N+1(T, n) | C%(F (T, n)) ∩ F (T, n′) 6= ∅} (50)

as in the proof of Theorem 7. We now prove by backward induction that
(49) holds at every node n of T .

First, at any terminal node n with a consequence λ ∈ ∆(Y ) one has

Ψ(T, n) = F (T, n) = C%(F (T, n)) = {λ}
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so (49) holds trivially.
As the induction hypothesis, suppose that Ψ(T, n′) = C%(F (T, n′)) for

every n′ ∈ N+1(T, n). There are two cases to consider.
Case 1 occurs when n is a decision node of T . Then, as in the proof of

Theorem 7, the construction (50) implies (33) which, when combined with
the folding back rule (30) and the induction hypothesis, implies that

Ψ(T, n) =
⋃

n′∈β(T,n)
Ψ(T, n′) =

⋃
n′∈β(T,n)

C%(F (T, n′)) = C%(F (T, n))

This confirms the backward induction step at any decision node n in tree T .
Case 2 occurs when n is a chance node of T .
First, suppose that λ ∈ Ψ(T, n), and consider any µ ∈ F (T, n). Then

the rolling back rules imply that, given any n′ ∈ N+1(n), there exist λ(n′) ∈
Ψ(T, n′) and µ(n′) ∈ F (T, n′) satisfying

λ =
∑

n′∈N+1(n)
π(n′|n)λ(n′) and µ =

∑
n′∈N+1(n)

π(n′|n)µ(n′) (51)

By the induction hypothesis, for all n′ ∈ N+1(n) one has λ(n′) ∈ C%(F (T, n′)),
so λ(n′) % µ(n′). But then, because % is transitive, repeated application of
the vNM independence condition can be used to show that λ % µ. Because
this is true for all µ ∈ F (T, n), it follows that λ ∈ C%(F (T, n)). We have
therefore proved that Ψ(T, n) ⊆ C%(F (T, n)).

Second, suppose that λ ∈ C%(F (T, n)). Because λ ∈ F (T, n), the folding
back rule implies that for all n′ ∈ N+1(n) there exists λ(n′) ∈ F (T, n′) such
that λ =

∑
n′∈N+1(n) π(n′|n)λ(n′). Consider now any fixed n̄ ∈ N+1(n).

Because λ ∈ C%(F (T, n)), for any µ ∈ F (T, n̄) it must be true that

λ = π(n̄|n)λ(n̄) +
∑

n′∈N+1(n)\{n̄}
π(n′|n)λ(n′)

% π(n̄|n)µ+
∑

n′∈N+1(n)\{n̄}
π(n′|n)λ(n′)

Because π(n̄|n) > 0, the vNM independence condition then implies that
λ(n̄) % µ. This is true for all µ ∈ F (T, n̄), implying that λ(n̄) ∈ C%(F (T, n̄)),
and so λ(n̄) ∈ Φ(T, n̄) by the induction hypothesis. Since this is true for all
n̄ ∈ N+1(n), one has

λ =
∑

n′∈N+1(n)
π(n′|n)λ(n′) ∈

∑
n′∈N+1(n)

π(n′|n) Φ(T, n′)
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and so λ ∈ Φ(T, n) because of the rolling back rule. We have therefore
proved that C%(F (T, n)) ⊆ Ψ(T, n)). Together with the result of the previous
paragraph, this confirms that Ψ(T, n) = C%(F (T, n)) and so completes the
final induction step.

5.5. Timing and Nonlinear Expectations

Halevy (2008) notices a parallel between observed preferences in examples
like the Allais paradox we described in Section 3.5.2 and preferences for timed
consequences (t, y) ∈ R+×Y of the kind considered in Section 4.7.1 (see also
Quiggin and Horowitz 1995; Ebert and Prelec, 2007). The connection seems
to arise because, in contrast to sure consequences in the near future, delayed
consequences are perceived as inherently risky (Dasgupta and Maskin, 2005).
As such, non-linear probability transformations like those which some writers
such as Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Tversky and Kahneman (1992)
applied to explain Allais-like behavior can also adjust discount factors in
order to help explain choice of timed outcomes (Epper et al., 2011; Baucells
and Heukamp, 2012).

Some recent experiments explicitly look at time preferences for timed risky
consequences of the form (t, λ) ∈ R+ ×∆(Y ). The findings of Noussair and
Wu (2006) and Abdellaoui et al. (2011) suggest that people become more
risk tolerant as the risk they face is delayed — i.e., as the time when that
risk is resolved recedes further into the future. This hints at the possibility
that preferences for delayed risky consequences may conform better to the
EU hypothesis than do the preferences for immediate risky consequences
that most previous experiments have been designed to elicit. Investigating
this further may shed light on the relationship between time preferences and
standard preferences over risky consequences, as well as on the potential
effecton choices over risky consequences of decreasing impatience and other
timing related phenomena.

5.6. Experimental Tests

5.6.1. Potential Challenges for Dynamic Choice Experiments

Designing and implementing dynamic choice experiments is complex and
challenging. It demands a lot of creativity to avoid introducing biases which
may obscure the interpretation of the findings. We highlight a few difficulties
here.

One major problem is that risk-taking behavior may change as a decision
tree unfolds. Static choice may be influenced by numerous empirically well
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documented phenomena such as regret or disappointment, reference points
and loss aversion, optimism and pessimism, or attitudes to ambiguity. All
of these may arise in dynamic choice. These phenomena may themselves be
affected in addition by real-time delays in resolving risk. Design of dynamic
choice experiments to control for these features is therefore necessary.

Another potential difficulty results from the fact that real people make
errors. Observing a single contradictory choice need not imply that the
subject was violating a choice principle intentionally. To allow for errors like
this requires runnning studies where some choice problems are repeated.

Yet such repetitions introduce new difficulties. The subject’s preferences
may change during the course of the experiment. With repeated or multiple
decision tasks there are additional complications when financial incentives
are provided. Indeed, if participants in a study are paid for each choice they
make, income effects may lead to biases. On the other hand, if participants
are paid at the end of the experiment based on just a small randomly chosen
subset of all the decisions they make during the experiment, this means that
participants are in fact facing one large dynamic choice problem instead of
many small independent problems. For further discussion of the incentives
one can provide to participants in dynamic choice experiments, see Cubitt
et al. (1998).

Notwithstanding these and other significant difficulties, there have been
sufficient advances in experimental design to allow a useful body of results
to emerge during the last two decades. We summarize the main findings
of the few studies we are aware of next focusing mainly on Cubitt (1996)’s
factorized properties leading to the independence property.

5.6.2. Experimental Diagnosis of the Common Ratio Effect

One of the empirically most frequently documented descriptive findings
in static choice is that people are extremely sensitive to probabilities near the
two end points of the probability interval [0, 1] (Wakker 1994, 2001, 2010). A
typical experimental finding is that for good consequences small probabilities
are overweighted, but for bad consequences they are underweighted. These
observations hint at the possibility of finding subtle explanations for sys-
tematic violations of the independence axiom in particular choice problems.
Naturally, such findings can inform the design of dynamic choice problems in-
tended to test separately each of Cubitt’s (1996) “factorized” dynamic choice
principles.
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Now, there is a large body of experimental evidence on static Allais para-
doxes (see Camerer (1995) and Starmer (2000) for summaries), which also
involve decision problems with small probabilities. So it is not surprising that
a dynamic version of the choice problem involving the common ratio effect
has often been used to study potential violations of those dynamic choice
principles.

Cubitt et al. (1998) used an between-subject design to test for possible
systematic variations in the frequency with which a consequence like λ is
chosen in decision problems such as those shown in Figures 3 and 4. In
their study, 451 subjects where divided into six groups, each subject facing
a single decision problem which was played out for real. Cubitt et al. (1998)
report violations of timing invariance. No violations were observed for the
other dynamic choice principles (dynamic consistency after a chance node,
separability after chance a node, and reduction of compound lotteries).

Busemeyer et al. (2000) also tested separability and dynamic consistency
after chance nodes. They designed decision problems related to a tree with
several successive decision nodes, at each of which there was a choice between:
(i) ending the choice process at once and finishing with a deterministic payoff;
(ii) continuing to the next decision node. At the final decision node the choice
is between a safe consequence and a 50 : 50 lottery. Busemeyer et al. (2000)
used a within-subject design to test the dynamic consistency condition by
comparing stated plans at the initial node with the choices actually made
when the final decision node was reached. They also tested the separability
condition by comparing: (i) the isolated choice in a “pruned off” problem
that starts at the terminal decision node of the original problem; (ii) the
actual choices of those subjects who had started at the initial node of the
original problem and decided to follow the path to the final decision node.
Overall, taking into account errors in choice (i.e., different choices when the
same decision problem is presented again), Busemeyer et al. (2000) found
statistically significant violations of dynamic consistency, but no statistically
significant violation of separability.

Cubitt and Sugden (2001) also used multistage decision problems. In
their experiment subjects who started with a monetary balance m had to
choose between obtaining 3km if they were lucky enough to survive k chance
events, or 0 otherwise. The survival probabilities for k = 1, 2, . . . , 6 were
set equal to (7− k)/(7− k + 1). In a between-subject design, subjects were
allocated randomly to one of three conditions and paid according to a single
decision that they make. In the first multi-stage condition subjects had to
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decide, prior to the first four chance events being resolved, whether they
would like to continue or not with one (i.e., k = 5) or two (i.e., k = 6)
subsequent chance events. By contrast, in the second condition, subjects
had to take the same decision only after they knew they had survived the
first four chance events. In the third condition, subjects where endowed with
34m and were then asked if they would choose none, one (i.e., k = 5) or two
(i.e., k = 6) subsequent chance events (as if they had survived a series of
four chance events). Comparing the choice frequencies across the first two
different conditions revealed that neither of the two hypotheses of dynamic
consistency or separability could be rejected. The third treatment, however,
led to significantly different choice probabilities. One possible explanation
is that participants may have perceived the endowment of 34m as “house
money” (Thaler and Johnson 1990), making them more risk seeking than if
they had earned this amount in previous lotteries, or otherwise. Without this
house money effect, the data could be interpreted as supporting a reversed
common ratio effect (see Cubitt and Sugden 2001, p. 121).

The previous studies provide some evidence that dynamic consistency
is violated in dynamic choice problems. It seems that in multiple stage
problems the number of chance nodes that subjects face matters because it
affects their willingness to be exposed to additional chance events. Motivated
by this observation, Johnson and Busemeyer (2001) replicated the study of
Busemeyer et al. (2000) and added additional controls to analyze the data
for the effect of the number of chance nodes (which they call the length of
planning horizon in their study). Their data gives evidence against dynamic
consistency, with the effect becoming stronger as the number of chance nodes
increases.

In a recent study, Cubitt et al. (2010) tested separability by designing
dynamic choice problems with a variable number of chance nodes preceding
a decision node. They implemented a between-subject design and paid each
participant the outcome of the single task that they answered. They collected
data from three treatments. In one treatment subjects faced a decision prob-
lem similar to T ′ in Figure 3 that starts with a decision node. In a second
treatment subjects faced a decision like that in T̄ in Figure 3 where risk
is resolved before a decision node like n1 at which the subjects could either
leave the experiment with nothing or else face the continuation subtree T̄ (n1)
in Figure 4. In their third treatment the decision tree T̄ was lengthened by
adding five extra chance nodes before the decision node, at all of which the
right chance move had to occur before subjects could reach T̄ (n1). Accord-
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ing to their data, no evidence was found that separability is violated. This
indicates that the history of how one arrives at the decision problem T̄ (n1),
including the number of chance nodes one has passed through, appears not
to affect subsequent choice behavior.

5.6.3. Evidence for Näıve, Sophisticated, or Resolute Choice

According to McClennen (1990) there are decision makers who, faced
with a decision trees like the potential addict example shown in Figure 1 of
Section 4.2, are neither näıve nor sophisticated. Instead, these individuals
are resolute in planning b at n0 and resisting the revised preference for a
instead of b that becomes apparent at n1. We point out that a version of
this potential addict problem is something that can affect any experimental
subject whose preferences violate the EU hypothesis; for EU maximisers,
there is no such problem and in fact their behavior is the same whether they
are resolute, näıve, or sophisticated (cf. Hammond, 1976).

With this possibility in mind, Hey and Paradiso (2006) conducted an
experimental study in a dynamic choice setting whose aim was to find out how
many subjects with non-EU preferences behaved in ways that could be most
accurately described as näıve, resolute, or sophisticated. Their experiment
used a within-subject design in order to obtain some information about how
participants value strategically equivalent dynamic choice problems. They
implemented a second-price sealed-bid auction mechanism combined with
a random lottery incentive scheme. The advantage of this method is that
it provides information about the strength of their preference for facing a
particular problem. They study decision problems similar to those of Cubitt
et al. (1998). They found that the majority, 56%, of people valued the three
problems roughly equally, like EU maximizers. The residual fraction had
non-EU preferences and violated a dynamic choice principle:

• 20% of the participants were resolute in that they both violated dy-
namic consistency and valued the opportunity to precommit to their
decision prior before uncertainty was resolved;

• 18% were sophisticated planners who achieve dynamic consistency by
using backward induction to reach their decision;

• only 6% were näıve in both violating dynamic consistency and valued
the opportunity to change their original decision after uncertainty was
resolved.
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Hey and Lotito (2009) extended this earlier study by combining decisions
in four dynamic choice problems with valuations. They added several other
features to their design to account for errors in choice.17 They found that
44% of the subjects have preferences that agree with EU theory. A further
30% of the subjects seem näıve and 24% seem resolute. Only 2% appear to
be sophisticated decision makers.

A recent experimental study in which real time was explicitly added into
the design of the study was provided in Hey and Panaccione (2011). The
decision tree they designed involved allocating 40 euros on two successive
occasions between two risky alternatives in the form of possible continuation
subtrees. After the first stage there is a chance move to determine which
subtree is encountered at the second stage, where subjects once more allocate
the residual budget among two securities that pay off in two different states.

In total each subject had to respond to 27 dynamic decision problems
that had different probabilities of continuation. One of these problems was
randomly selected and played for real money. Subjects were assumed to have
rank-dependent utility (RDU) preferences (Quiggin 1981, 1982) which com-
bined a parametric inverse-S probability weighting function, as in Tversky
and Kahneman (1992), with a power utility function consistent with con-
stant relative risk aversion — preferences that Wakker and Zank (2002) had
axiomatized.

This parametric specification allowed all their 71 participants to be clas-
sified, on the basis of their observed behavior, into four most likely types.
The first three types were resolute, sophisticated, and näıve, as in previous
studies. A fourth myopic type was added to describe a few agents whose
first-stage choices seemed best explained by the hypothesis that they totally
ignored the second stage choice problem. They found that only 28 subjects,
that is 39.44%, had preferences that deviated significantly from the special
case that fits the EU hypothesis, and so behaved in ways allowing them to be
classified as resolute, sophisticated, or näıve. As a result, among all 71 sub-
jects, a total of 25.35% were classified as resolute non-EU maximisers, 5.63%
as sophisticated non-EU maximisers, 5.63% as näıve non-EU maximisers,
and 2.82% as simply myopic.

17Hey and Lotito use deception in their incentive mechanism to a limited number of
participants that end up being paid while extracting useful information from many partic-
ipants (see their footnote 18, p. 13). Further, two of their decision trees include stochas-
tically dominated alternatives, which may bias subjects towards particular choices.
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The latter three studies suggest that a majority of participants either do
not violate EU theory at all, or if they do, the violations are not very large.
Those who are non-EU maximizers can be broken down further into reso-
lute, näıve, and sophisticated subgroups. Of these a relatively large fraction
are resolute, violating dynamic consistency because they prefer to stick to
their originally planned action. Näıve planners, who also violate dynamic
consistency, are a small group. Similarly, very few non-EU maximizers are
sophisticated agents who anticipate the potential dynamic inconsistency of
behavior, and apply backward induction in a way most game theorist might
recommend.

5.6.4. Summary of Experimental Evidence

The few studies reviewed in the last two subsections indicate that dy-
namic consistency of planned behavior is frequently violated, but apparently
not by the majority of subjects. Separability does not seem to be violated.
The study by Barkan and Busemeyer (2003) discusses the potential role of ref-
erence points as causes for violations of dynamic consistency through changes
in risk attitudes. A further review of experimental evidence and a discussion
on future directions in modeling dynamic choice is provided in Cubitt et al.
(2004). Nebout and Dubois (2011) indicate that the parameters used in the
experiments seem to have significant influence on the frequency of violations
of the vNM independence axiom and that these frequencies are related to
the frequencies of dynamic consistency violations.

6. Dynamic Rationality with Uncertain Consequences

6.1. The Ellsberg Paradox

The following famous example is due to Ellsberg (1961). An urn conceals
90 balls, of which exactly 30 are known to be red, whereas the remaining 60
must be either black or yellow, but in unknown proportions. Apart from their
colors, the balls are otherwise entirely identical, so that each ball has exactly
the same 1/90 chance of being drawn at random from the urn. Before the
ball is drawn, the decision maker is offered the choice between two different
lottery pairs or “acts”.
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Act/Event Red Black Yellow

L1 $100 $0 $0
L2 $0 $100 $0

L3 $100 $0 $100
L4 $0 $100 $100

Each of the four lotteries has a prize of either $100 or $0, depending on
the color of the randomly drawn ball, as indicated in the table. Subjects were
asked to make choices: (i) between lotteries L1 and L2; (ii) between lotteries
L3 and L4. Typical reported preferences are L1 � L2 and L4 � L3. It would
seem that the typical subject prefers the known probability 1

3
of winning $

100 when L1 is chosen to the unknown probability of winning $100 when
L2 is chosen, but also prefers the known probability 1

3
of not winning $100

when L4 is chosen to the unknown probability of not winning $100 when L3

is chosen.
Following Raiffa’s (1961) suggestion, consider the two mixed lotteries

L′ = 1
2
L1 + 1

2
L4 and L′′ = 1

2
L2 + 1

2
L3

Whatever color ball is drawn from the urn, the results of both L′ and L′′ are
exactly the same: there is a roulette lottery with a probability 1

2
of winning

$100, and a probability 1
2

of winning $0. This suggests that L′ and L′′ should
be indifferent. Yet the reported preferences L1 � L2 and L4 � L3 also
suggests that L′ offers a better lottery, either L1 or L4, with probability 1
compared to L′′, which offers either L2 or L3.

Indeed, the preferences L1 � L2 and L4 � L3 not only contradict the
subjective version of the EU hypothesis; they also exclude a form of “prob-
abilistic sophistication” (cf. Machina and Schmeidler, 1992) whereby one
attaches subjective probabilities p and q to the events of drawing a yellow
and black respectively.

These subjective probabilities may come from a more basic hypothesis
concerning b, the unknown number of black balls, with 60− b as the number
of yellow balls. Suppose that for each b ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 59, 60} there is a
subjective probability Pb that there will be b black balls in the urn. In
this case the probability that the one ball drawn at random is black will be
p =

∑60
b=0 Pbb/90, and that is yellow will be q =

∑60
b=0 Pb(60 − b)/90, with

p+ q =
∑60

b=0 Pb(60/90) = 2
3

of course.
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Assume that the decision maker prefers a higher to a lower probability
of winning the $100 prize. Given that the probability of red is supposed to
be 1

3
, the preference L1 � L2 implies that 1

3
> p, whereas the preference

L4 � L3 implies that p + q > 1
3

+ q, or equivalently that p > 1
3
, which is

an obvious contradiction. So the decision maker cannot be probabilistically
sophisticated in this way.

6.2. States of the World, Events, Uncertain Consequences, and Preferences

Let S be a non-empty finite set of uncertain states of the world s, like
the color of a ball drawn from an urn in Ellsberg’s example. An event E is
a non-empty subset of S.

For each s ∈ S, assume there is a state-contingent consequence domain
Ys. Then, for each event E ⊆ S, the Cartesian product space Y E :=

∏
s∈E Ys,

or equivalently the space of mappings E 3 s 7→ ys ∈ Ys, is the domain of
contingent consequences conditional upon the event E.18 Each point yE :=
〈ys〉s∈E ∈ Y E then represents a pattern of uncertain consequences, given that
E is known to occur. By definition, the event S is always known to occur.

In dynamic decision problems, it is important to keep track of what event
is known to the decision maker at each stage. The relevant version of the
ordinality hypothesis, in fact, is that for each event E ⊆ S, there is a con-
ditional preference ordering %E given E defined on the domain Y E. Thus,
we shall need to consider the whole family %E (∅ 6= E ⊆ S) of conditional
preference orderings as E varies over all possible events in S.

6.3. The Sure Thing Principle

One of Savage’s (1954) main axioms is the following:19

Definition 19. The family %E (∅ 6= E ⊆ S) of conditional preference order-
ings satisfies the sure thing principle (or STP) provided that whenever the
two non-empty events E,E ′ ⊆ S are disjoint, and whenever aE, bE ∈ Y E,

18This choice reveals a preference for Debreu’s (1959) terminology, in connection with
contingent consumption vectors, over Savage’s (1954), who uses the term act instead.

19Technically, we have simplified Savage’s axiom by excluding “null events” E (relative
to S) with the property that (aE , cS\E) ∼S (bE , cS\E) for all aE , bE ∈ Y E . One logical
implication of the consequentialist approach is that an event E can be null only if aE ∼E bE

for all aE , bE ∈ Y E . In Hammond (1998b) the axiom we have stated here is called STP∗,
in contrast to Savage’s which is called STP.
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cE
′ ∈ Y E′

, then the preference relation between (aE, cE
′\E) and (bE, cE

′\E) in
Y E∪E′

= Y E × Y E′\E satisfies

(aE, cE
′
) %E∪E′

(bE, cE
′
)⇐⇒ aE %E bE (52)

The rest of this section is devoted to providing an axiomatic foundation
for this principle that is similar to those we have already provided for both
ordinality and vNM independence.

6.4. Axioms for the Sure Thing Principle

6.4.1. A Family of Simple Trees with Uncertain Consequences

As in Sections 4.3 and 5.1, we are again going to introduce a parametric
family of decision trees. This time our goal is to develop variations of Cubitt’s
(1996) axioms that apply to choice under uncertainty, and which together
imply Savage’s sure thing principle.

The parameters we use are a pair of disjoint events E,E ′ ⊆ S, and a triple
of contingent consequences aE, bE ∈ Y E, cE

′ ∈ Y E′
, as in the statement of

STP. For each value of the parameter vector (E,E ′; aE, bE, cE
′
) there will

again be four closely related trees

T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ , T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ , T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ (n1), and T̂E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′

�
n0
��

���
�E
n1
���

���
saE

XXXXXXs bEXXXXXXXXXXXX
E ′ scE′

T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′

n′0��
��
�

HH
HHH

�
n′1

�
n′2

���
���
s aE

XXXXXX s cE′

���
���
s bE

XXXXXX s cE′

E

E ′

E

E ′

T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′

Figure 5: The Decision Tree T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ and the Variation T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′

The four trees are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Rather than chance
nodes, the three nodes n0, n′1 and n′2 marked by diamonds are event nodes at
which “Nature” makes a move, and the decision maker discovers which of the
two disjoint events E or E ′ has occurred. Each terminal node of each tree
has been marked by a contingent consequence in the appropriate domain,
Y E or Y E′

, depending on what happened at the previous event node.
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�
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s (aE, cE′
)

s (bE, cE′
)

T̂E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′

Figure 6: The Continuation T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ (n1) and the Reduction T̂E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′

The trees can be used to illustrate Ellsberg’s example for the special case
when one ignores the information that 30 of the 90 balls in the urn are red.
To do so, take the events E := {red, black} and E ′ := {yellow}, along with
contingent consequences aE = (100, 0), bE = (0, 100), and then cE

′
either 0

in the case when the choice is between L1 and L2, or 100 in the other case
when the choice is between L3 and L4.

6.4.2. Preliminaries

Because of the need to keep track of what states s ∈ S are possible, we
must adapt the notation that was introduced in Section 4.3.1 for decision
trees with deterministic consequences, and in Section 5.1.1 for decision trees
with risky consequences.

Definition 20. In each of the four decision trees T of Figures 5 and 6, and
for each of the nodes n of T , let:

1. N+1(T, n) denote the set of nodes that immediately succeed n in the
tree T ;

2. E(T, n) ⊂ S denote the event containing those states s ∈ S that are
possible after reaching node n in the tree T ;

3. F (T, n) ⊂ Y E(T,n) denote the feasible set of contingent consequences
given that node n has been reached in decision tree T ;

4. Ψ(T, n) ⊆ F (T, n) denote the planned set contingent of consequences
at node n.

Note that, in the four trees T̄ , T ′, T̄ (n1) and T̂ of Figures 5 and 6, the
relevant values of E(T, n) and of F (T, n) are obvious at the terminal nodes
because they correspond to the contingent consequences; at the different
non-terminal nodes of these trees, however, they are given:
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1. at the node n1 of trees T̄ and T̄ (n1), by

E(T̄ , n1) = E(T̄ (n1), n1) = E and F (T̄ , n1) = F (T̄ (n1), n1) = {aE, bE}

2. at all the other non-terminal nodes, by E(T, n) = E ∪ E ′, and

F (T ′, n′1) = {(aE, cE′
)};F (T ′, n′2) = {(bE, cE′

)}

F (T̄ , n0) = F (T̄ , n1)×{cE′} = {aE, bE}× {cE′} = {(aE, cE′
), (bE, cE

′
)}

F (T ′, n′0) = F (T ′, n′1) ∪ F (T ′, n′2) = {(aE, cE′
), (bE, cE

′
)}

Note that at any event node, the feasible sets all satisfy the equality

F (T, n) =
∏

n′∈N+1(n)
F (T, n′) (53)

whose right-hand side is the Cartesian product. This is the general rule for
folding back the feasible sets at an event node. Of course, we still have the
folding back rule F (T, n) = ∪n′∈N+1(n)F (T, n′) when n is a decision node.

6.4.3. Reduction of Compound Events

The two trees T ′ = T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ in Figure 5 and T̂ = T̂E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ in

Figure 6 both start with a decision node. In T̂ a move at the initial decision
node n̂0 leads directly to one of the two contingent consequences (aE, cE

′
) or

(bE, cE
′
); in T ′ a move at the initial decision node n′0 leads instead to one

of the two immediately succeeding event nodes n′1 or n′2. But at both these
event nodes Nature makes a move resulting in either the event E or the event
E ′. In either case, when the consequences of this move by Nature are folded
back in the obvious way, the final result is again one of the two contingent
consequences (aE, cE

′
) or (bE, cE

′
).

The following axiom requires that, because the differences between T ′

and T̂ are essentially irrelevant, there should be no difference in the planned
consequence sets Ψ(T ′, n′0) and Ψ(T̂ , n̂0).

Definition 21. Given the two decision trees T ′ = T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ in Figure 5

and T̂ = T̂E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ in Figure 6, say that reduction of compound events
is satisfied provided that the two planned consequence sets Ψ(T ′, n′0) and
Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) coincide.
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6.4.4. Dynamic Consistency at an Event Node

Consider again the decision tree T̄ shown in Figure 5. Regardless of what
is planned at node n0, the decision maker will be taken to decision node n1

in case the event E occurs, as opposed to E ′. It should also be anticipated
that a specific non-empty subset Ψ(T̄ , n1) ⊆ {aE, bE} will be selected at that
node.

With cE
′

fixed, we now require the bijection yE ↔ (yE, cE
′
) between the

two sets F (T̄ , n1) and F (T̄ , n0) to induce a correspondence between the two
planned consequence sets Ψ(T̄ , n1) and Ψ(T̄ , n0). Formally:

Definition 22. The planned consequence sets Ψ(T̄ , n0) and Ψ(T̄ , n1) at the
two non-terminal nodes of the tree T̄ = T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ of Figure 5 are dynam-
ically consistent at event node n0 provided that

aE ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ (aE, cE
′
) ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n0)

and bE ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n1) ⇐⇒ (bE, cE
′
) ∈ Ψ(T̄ , n0)

(54)

or equivalently, provided that Ψ(T̄ , n0) = Ψ(T̄ , n1)× {cE′}.

6.4.5. Separability After an Event Node

As in Sections 4.3.3 and 5.1.5, separability requires the “continuation
subtree” T̄ (n1) of tree T̄ = T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ that starts at node n1 to be treated
as if it were a full decision tree. The difference from before is that here the
preceding node is an event node.

Here is a formal definition for an arbitrary finite tree T of separability at
an event node n of T .

Definition 23. Given any decision tree T , the planned consequence set
Ψ(T, n) at a chance node satisfies separability after the event node n pro-
vided that it equals the planned consequence set Ψ(T (n), n) at the initial
node n of the continuation subtree T (n).

6.4.6. Timing Invariance with Uncertainty

Consider once again the two decision trees T̄ = T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ and T ′ =
T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ shown in Figure 5. The calculations in Section 6.4.2 already

imply that the sets F (T̄ , n0) and F (T ′, n′0) must be equal. The only difference
between these two trees is that in T̄ , the move by Nature that picks “up”
in event E and “down” in event E ′ precedes the decision node, whereas this
timing is reversed in T ′. We introduce the following counterpart of the timing
reversal condition stated in Section 5.1.6.
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Definition 24. Given the two decision trees T̄ = T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ and T ′ =
T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ shown in Figure 5, which differ only in the timing of the deci-

sion and event nodes, say that there is timing invariance under uncertainty
provided that the two planned consequence sets Ψ(T̄ , n0) and Ψ(T ′, n′0) co-
incide.

6.5. A Precursor of the Sure Thing Principle

We now have the following useful result:

Lemma 12. Given any pair of disjoint events E,E ′ ⊆ S, and any triple
of contingent consequences aE, bE ∈ Y E, cE

′ ∈ Y E′
, consider the four deci-

sion trees T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ , T ′
E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ , T̄E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′ (n1), and T̂E,E′;aE ,bE ,cE′

as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Suppose that the planned consequence sets
Ψ(T, n) at all the non-terminal nodes n of each tree T among these four sat-
isfy: (i) reduction of compound events; (ii) dynamic consistency at an event
node; (iii) separability after an event node; (iv) timing invariance under un-
certainty. Then the two planned consequence sets Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) and Ψ(T̄ (n1), n1)
in the reduced trees T̂ and T̄ (n1) of Figure 6 satisfy

Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) = Ψ(T̄ (n1), n1)× {cE′} (55)

Proof. Applying the four conditions (i)–(iv) one after another yields succes-
sively each equality in the chain

Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) = Ψ(T ′, n′0) = Ψ(T̄ , n0) = Ψ(T̄ , n1)× {cE′}
= Ψ(T̄ (n1), n1)× {cE′} (56)

from which (55) follows trivially.

We can now show that appropriate versions of the three axioms intro-
duced in Sections 4.3.2–4.3.4 as well as here are sufficient for ordinality and
a strengthened version of Savage’s sure thing principle.

Theorem 13. Suppose that:

1. for each event E ⊂ S, the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied when-
ever F ⊂ Y E is a feasible set consisting of at least 3 distinct contingent
consequences;

2. the hypotheses of Lemma 12 are satisfied.
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Then there exists a family %E (∅ 6= E ⊆ S) of conditional preference or-
derings on the respective domains Y E which satisfy the sure thing principle,
and also have the property that, in every reduced form finite decision tree T̂
whose terminal nodes have consequences in Y E, the planned consequence set
satisfies

Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) = C%E

(F (T̂ , n̂0)) (57)

where F(Y E) 3 F 7→ C%E
(F ) is the ordinal choice function on non-empty

finite subsets F ⊂ Y E that is generated by the ordering %E.

Proof. For each event E ⊂ S, applying Theorem 5 to the domain Y E instead
of Y implies that the ordering %E exists on Y E and (57) is satisfied.

Given any two disjoint events E,E ′ ⊆ S and any aE, bE ∈ Y E, cE
′ ∈

Y E′
, applying Lemma 12 implies that for the two decision trees T̄ (n1) =

T̄λ,µ,ν;α(n1) and T̂ = T̂λ,µ,ν;α shown in Figure 4, one has

F (T̄ (n1), n1) = {aE, bE} and F (T̂ , n̂0) = F (T̄ (n1), n1)× {cE′}

By definition of each ordering %E, it follows that

aE ∈ Ψ(T̄ (n1), n1) ⇐⇒ aE %E bE and

(aE, cE
′
) ∈ Ψ(T̂ , n̂0) ⇐⇒ (aE, cE

′
) %E∪E′

(bE, cE
′
)

(58)

But equation (55) implies that

aE ∈ Ψ(T (n1), n1)⇐⇒ (aE, cE
′
) ∈ Ψ(T̂ , n̂0)

Combining this with (58) yields

aE %E bE ⇐⇒ (aE, cE
′
) %E∪E′

(bE, cE
′
)

which is precisely the STP axiom as stated in (52).

6.6. Behavior and Its Uncertain Consequences

6.6.1. Folding Back at Decision and Event Nodes

We begin by recalling the notation of Section 4.5.1, and introducing some
new notation to recognise the unfolding of events as one passes through an
event node. So at any decision node n of any tree T , one has:

1. a set N+1(T, n) of immediately succeeding nodes in the decision tree T ;
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2. a non-empty behavior set β(T, n) ⊆ N+1(T, n);

3. a non-emptyset E(T, n) ⊂ S of possible states;

4. a feasible consequence set F (T, n) ⊆ Y E(T,n);

5. a consequence choice set Φ(T, n) ⊆ F (T, n) induced by behavior β(T, n′)
at all nodes n′ of the continuation subtree T (n) whose initial node is n.

As in Section 4.5.1, we assume that at any decision node n of any decision
tree T , the feasible set F (T, n) and the consequence choice set Φ(T, n) satisfy
the folding back rule (30), reproduced below for convenience:

F (T, n) =
⋃

n′∈N+1(T,n)
F (T, n′) and Φ(T, n) =

⋃
n′∈β(T (n),n)

Φ(T, n′)

The folding back rules at an event node n of any decision tree T allowing
uncertainty include an extra rule for the sets E(T, n) of possible states. They
take the form

F (T, n) =
∏

n′∈N+1(T,n) F (T, n′)

Φ(T, n) =
∏

n′∈β(T (n),n) Φ(T, n′)

and E(T, n) =
⋃
n′∈N+1(T,n) E(T, n′)

(59)

The third equation reflects the fact that Nature’s move at the event node n
generates a partition of the set of states E(T, n) into the collection {E(T, n′) |
n′ ∈ N+1(T, n)}. In the first two equations, the left hand side is a subset of
Y E(T,n) :=

∏
n′∈N+1(T,n) Y

E(T,n′), so matches the right hand side as one would
expect.

6.6.2. Implications of Consequentialist Invariance

The following result demonstrates that consequentialist invariance as de-
fined in Section 4.5.1 implies that the consequence choice sets Φ(T, n) satisfy
our axioms for the sure thing principle.

Theorem 14. Given the four decision trees shown in Figures 5 and 6, sup-
pose that behavior β(T, n) and the consequence choice sets Φ(T, n) at all the
nodes n of these trees satisfy consequentialist invariance. Then the conse-
quence choice sets Φ(T, n) also satisfy the four properties: (i) reduction of
compound events; (ii) dynamic consistency at the event node n0; (iii) sepa-
rability after the event node n0; (iv) timing invariance under uncertainty.
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Proof. The analysis of Section 6.4.2 establishes that F (T ′, n′0) = F (T̂ , n̂0) =
{aE, bE} × {cE′}. Consequentialist invariance then implies that Φ(T ′, n′0) =
Ψ(T̂ , n̂0), which is the condition for the consequence choice sets to satisfy
reduction of compound events.

The relevant second folding back rule in (59) is identical to the equation
Φ(T̄ , n0) = Φ(T̄ , n1)× {cE′} in Definition 22, so dynamic consistency at the
event node n0 is satisfied.

Next, because F (T̄ , n1) = F (T̄ (n1), n1) = {aE, bE}, consequentialist in-
variance implies that Φ(T̄ , n1) = Φ(T̄ (n1), n1), which is the condition for
separability after the event node n0.

Finally, because F (T̄ , n0) = F (T ′, n′0) = {aE, bE}×{cE′}, consequentialist
invariance implies that Φ(T̄ , n0) = Φ(T ′, n′0), which is the condition for timing
invariance under uncertainty.

6.7. Ordinal Dynamic Programming under Uncertainty

Let T (S;Y S) denote the domain of all finite decision trees T with decision
and event nodes for which there exists some event E ⊂ S such that the initial
set of states is E(T, n0) = E, and also F (T, n) ⊂ Y E(T,n) at every node of T .

The ordinal dynamic programming result stated as Theorem 11 of Section
5.4 for the case when decisions have risky consequences has the following
counterpart for decisions under uncertainty, when the decision tree has event
rather than chance nodes.

Theorem 15. Let %E (∅ 6= E ⊆ S) be any family of conditional preference
orderings on the respective domains Y E that satisfy the sure thing principle.
For each event E ⊆ S, let C%E

denote the ordinal choice function on the do-
main F(Y E) of non-empty finite subsets of Y E that is induced by %E. Then
there exists a behavior rule (T, n) 7→ β(T, n) defined on the domain T (S;Y S)
having the property that the induced consequence choice sets, which are calcu-
lated by applying the folding back rules (30) and (59), satisfy consequentialist
invariance with

Ψ(T, n) = C%E(T,n))

(F (T, n)) (60)

at every node n of every tree T in T (S;Y S).

Proof. See Hammond (1998b) for a proof of a comparable result in a more
complicated setting that combines risk with uncertainty.
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6.7.1. Experimental Tests: Ellsberg and Beyond

The vNM independence axiom has been tested experimentally very often;
despite Ellsberg’s early example, the sure-thing principle has been tested
much more rarely, especially in a dynamic setting.

A summary of early empirical evidence for and against the sure thing
principle appeared in Camerer and Weber (1992). They identify two kinds
of experimental study. The first kind, represented by Dominiak et al. (2012),
sticks quite closely to Ellsberg’s (1961) original example. The second kind
of study focuses on phenomena related to attitudes towards “ambiguity”,
following a more modern interpretation of the Ellsberg example. A prominent
example is the work of Baillon et al. (2011) on Machina’s (2009) extension of
that famous example. Other works on ambiguity are too numerous to discuss
here, and are anyway covered elsewhere in this Handbook.

The only study of separability and dynamic consistency at event nodes
that we are aware of is Dominiak et al. (2012). They also report frequent
violations of dynamic consistency and few of separability. We hope that
our extension of Cubitt’s factorised approach, with its distinction between
dynamic choice principles at decision and event nodes, will be helpful for de-
signing further experimental tests beyond the theoretical discussion provided
here.
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